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OVERVIEW TABLE – ALL PROPOSITIONS AND VARIABLES 

No1 Proposition – either Strong Assumption or Hypothesis to be tested ‚Assumption‘ 

‘Hypothesis’ 

Variables 

CONTEXT   

A1(C) A difficult hydrological environment is a challenge to water governance and makes the achievement of environmental goals 

difficult. 

Assumption  C1 (all) 

O1, O2, I1(all), I2(all) 

A2(C) Various dimensions of implementation capacity do matter for policy implementation, coordination and sustainable manage-

ment. 

Assumption C4 (all) – P1, P2, P9 

O1, O2, O3, I1(all), I2(all) 

A3(C) Use pressure causes trade-offs between human and environmental needs. 

Use pressure causes conflicts and coordination challenges. 

Assumption 

 

C2 (all) 

O1, O2, I1(all), I2(all) 

POLYCENTRIC GOVERNANCE – DIFFERENT GOVERNANCE REGIMES  

H1(C) Constitutional provisions promoting polycentric governance systems 

(A) Federal political systems support polycentric governance. 

(B) A high degree of autonomous actors promotes polycentric governance. 

Hypothesis (no 

priority) 

A: C3.2, P1, P2 (all) 

B: G6.1, P1, P2 (all) 

HP1(G) Polycentric (i.e., decentralized and coordinated) governance systems: 

A: Polycentric (i.e., decentralized and coordinated) governance systems support effective coordination and cooperation as 

well as learning. 

B: The presence of formal provisions for decentralization and coordination, respectively, support de facto decentralization 

and coordination, respectively and thus polycentric systems (de facto – in operation). 

Hypothesis (pri-

ority) 

A: P1, P2(all), O1, O3, 

B: G1, G2(all), P1, P2(all) 

A4(G) Polycentric governance systems increase transaction costs of coordination, whereas hierarchical ones reduce them.  Assumption 

 

G1, P6.1 

INSTITUTIONS AND GOVERNANCE MODES 

HP2(G) 

 

(A) Coherence at the level of water governance functions supports de facto coordination and increases the effectiveness of 
coordination processes. It is a necessary but not sufficient condition.   

Hypothesis (pri-

ority) (HP2) 

A: G4.1, P2(all), O1 

 

 
1 A refers to assumption, H to hypothesis, HP to priority hypothesis, Hp to former priority hypothesis that was downscaled to non-priority during the process.  



No1 Proposition – either Strong Assumption or Hypothesis to be tested ‚Assumption‘ 

‘Hypothesis’ 

Variables 

 

 

Hp2f(G) 

 

(B)  Policy incoherence hinders de facto coordination and reduces the effectiveness of coordination processes.  

 

 (f) Inconsistency and unpredictability of policies over time (temporal incoherence) 

Hp2f was dropped to limit workload. In case data about variable G4.2f is available, this can complement the analysis of 
hypothesis HP2. 

 

 

Hypothesis (no 

priority) (Hp2f) 

B: G4.2, P2(all), O1 

 

Hp2f: G4.2f , P2(all), O1 

H2(G) Implementation capacity of  water governance bodies along various dimensions supports de facto coordination and in-

creased the effectiveness of coordination processes.   

Hypothesis (no 

priority) 

G9(all), G2(all), P2(all), O1 

H3(G) Large power asymmetries hinder de facto coordination and reduce the effectiveness of coordination processes.   Hypothesis (no 

priority) 

P5, G6.2, G2(all), P2(all), O1 

HP3(G,P) 

HP3a(P) 

 

HP3a(G) 

Role of Governance Modes 

Synergistic interplay between governance modes increases the effectiveness of coordination processes. The presence of se-

vere conflicts reduces the effectiveness of coordination processes. No dominance in governance modes supports de facto 

coordination and synergistic interplay in governance processes  

No dominance in formal provisions supports no dominance in governance modes in governance processes 

Hypothesis (pri-

ority) (HP3a) 

 

P3.1A, P31B, P2(all), O1, O2 

 

G3, P3.1A 

Hp4(G,P) Effective and synergistic links between informal settings and formal policy processes support de facto coordination and the 

effectiveness of coordination processes 

Hypothesis (no 

priority) 

 

G5, G2(all), P2(all), O1, I1(all), 

I2(all) 

Hp5(G) The interplay of formal and informal institutions depends on the fit of the respective institutions.  

Hp5 was dropped because no variable operationalizes “fit” of institutions and the relation of G5 and P2 is already addressed 

in Hp4. 

Hypothesis (no 

priority)  

G5, P2, O1, O3, I1(all), I2(all) 

HP6(G,P) 

HP6a(G,P) 

 

HP6b(G,P) 

(a) Misfit between interdependencies among ecosystem services (resource) uses and coordination structures leads to sustain-

ability deficits. - Coordination structures matching ES interdependencies improve sustainability.  

(b) Coordination processes that match ES interdependencies increase transaction costs. 

Hypothesis (pri-

ority) 

(a) G8, P8, I2(all), I1(all), O1 

(b) P8, P6.1 

H4(G) Coincident spatial boundaries and levels of interdependent public governance actors promote sustainable resource use.  Hypothesis (no 

priority) 

P6.1, I1(all), I2(all) 



No1 Proposition – either Strong Assumption or Hypothesis to be tested ‚Assumption‘ 

‘Hypothesis’ 

Variables 

H4 was dropped because transaction costs (P6.1) are already addresses in hypothesis HP6b. None of the hypotheses deals 

with causes and effects of transaction costs in a comprehensive way, but these can be assesses without such a hypothesis if 

this makes sense in a case study. 

A5(G,P) Use of coordination instruments on different levels supports coordination and cooperation and thus a more sustainable re-

sources management. 

Assumption G2(all), P2(all), O1, I1(all), 

I2(all) 

AGENCY and STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT 

H8(P) High stakeholder participation supports de facto coordination and increases the effectiveness of coordination processes.  

Large power asymmetries and autocratic political regimes hinder stakeholder participation 

Hypothesis (no 

priority) 

C3.1, G6.2, P5, P2(all), O1 

H9(G) Transparency and accountability support de facto coordination and the effectiveness of coordination processes.  Hypothesis (no 

priority) 

G10(all), P2(all), O1 

H10(P) Integrative and participatory knowledge integration support effective coordination and cooperation and learning. Hypothesis (no 

priority) 

P9, O1, O3 

 

COMMENT FORMULATION OF HYPOTHESES AND ON SCORING OF VARIABLES: 

The hypotheses and the corresponding scoring of variables has not always been chosen such that a high scoring of a variable implies a positive impact on a desira-

ble state of a performance measure. This implies in particular for the context variables environmental pressures (C1) and societal use pressure (C2). Regarding 

performance measures the final scoring should always be such that a high score implies a high performance. This needs to be taken into consideration for perfor-

mance measure I2 with sub measures I2.1 and I2.2.   



 

 Variables Overview – Variables in green are context variables or linked to a priority hypothesis and need to be determined in all cases.
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1 CONTEXT  

Table 1: Overview of context variables. 

Variable  Definition Kind of analysis Data Source 

C1 Environmental Factors related to physical conditions - - 

C1.1 Hydrologic varia-

bility 

Seasonal variance of precipitation Calculation GIS dataset (WorldClim 1.4) 

C1.2 Physical water 

scarcity 

Ratio of water demand to water availabil-

ity 

Calculation Documents (e.g. river basin 

management reports) 

C1.3 Climate change Observed change of  

a: surface temperature 

b: precipitation 

Document check Document (IPCC report) 

C2 Env-Soc-Interaction 

- Use pressure  

Factors related to the extent of human re-

source use 

- - 

C2.1 Intensity of agri-

culture 

Pressures through agriculture with respect 

to 

a: nitrogen inputs from mineral and or-

ganic fertilizers  

b: portion of cropland area 

c: grazing livestock density 

a: Document 

check 

b: Calculation 

a: Documents 

b: GIS dataset (FAO) 

c: Documents (EU agri-envi-

ronmental statistics, national 

or regional statistics, scientific 

literature) or interviews 

C2.2 Population den-

sity – demographic 

trend 

a: inhabitants per area 

b: annual change of population number 

Document check, 

calculation 

Documents (e.g., river basin 

management plans, adminis-

trative reports) 

C2.3 Modification of 

flow regime 

Human impacts on a river’s quantity, du-

ration and seasonal pattern of water flows 

Qualitative as-

sessment 

Documents (e.g., WFD-related 

documents) and interviews 

(e.g., water managers, re-

searchers) 

C3 Societal – political Factors related to the organization of soci-

ety 

- - 

C3.1 Level of democ-

racy achieved 

Realisation of the electoral and liberal 

principles of democracy 

Document check Documents (V-Dem source) 

C3.2 Degree of feder-

alism 

Degree of federal (vs. centralized) struc-

tures 

Document check Documents (V-Dem source) 

C4 Implementation ca-

pacity 

Factors related to the general ability of a  

society to implement management plans 

and measures (not limited to water) 

- - 

C4.1 Economic capac-

ity – development 

Economic development as measured by 

Gross National Income per capita 

Document check Document (World Bank web-

site) 

C4.2 Institutional ca-

pacity – development 

Extent to which formal rules are followed 

instead of being compromised by corrup-

tion. 

Document check Document (Transparency In-

ternational website) 
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Variable  Definition Kind of analysis Data Source 

C4.3 State capacity Perceived government effectiveness Document check Document (World Bank web-

site) 

C4.4 Human capacity Education level of the adult population  Document check Document (UNESCO website) 

 

1.1 C1 Environmental 
 C1.1 Hydrologic variability (priority) 

Hydrologic variability is an important factor in water-limited landscapes. It can have significant impacts on ecosystem 

dynamics and resilience as well as it might influence societal reliance on ecosystem services (D’Odorico and Bhatta-

chan, 2012, p. 3145). 

The intra-annual variance of precipitation can be measured by the coefficient of variation of the precipitation sea-

sonality (CV). The CV, also known as Bio 15, is “[…] a measure of the variation in monthly precipitation totals over the 

course of the year. This index is the ratio of the standard deviation of the monthly total precipitation to the mean 

monthly total precipitation […]“ (United States Geological Survey (USGS), 2012, p. 8). 

(Wang, 2014) calculated a map from the worldwide dataset WorldClim (http://worldclim.org/current) that was avail-

able for the period ~1950–2000 and had a spatial resolution of 30 arc-seconds (~1 km). More information on World-

Clim can be found in Hijmans (Hijmans et al., 2005). 

The following scoring scheme is suggested:  

• High:    ≥ 0.75 percentile ≤CV≤ 1.0 (4th quartile) 

• Rather High:   0.5 percentile ≤ CV ≤ 0.75 (3rd quartile) 

• Rather Low:   0.25 percentile ≤ CV ≤ 0.5 (2nd quartile) 

• Low:    0 ≤ CV ≤ 0.25 percentile (1st quartile) 

Ecologic is going to calculate average CV values for the case study areas based on the current WorldClim 1.4 dataset 

referring to the period ~1960-1990 (http://worldclim.org/current) and with a spatial resolution of 30 arc-seconds (~1 

km). The quartiles for the classification are calculated from the world data set to allow a worldwide comparison. 

 C1.2 Physical water scarcity (priority) 

Water Scarcity Index Rws according to Oki and Kanae (Oki and Kanae, 2006) for the case study area: 

Rws = (W – S) / Q with W= withdrawal, S = desalination Q = renewable freshwater resources 

To account for annual variation, Rws values should be calculated for 2006-2015. The overall Rws value is the arith-

metic mean for these ten years. 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High:   Rws > 0.4 

• Rather High: 0.2 < Rws ≤ 0.4 

• Rather Low:  0.1 < Rws ≤ 0.2 

• Low:   Rws ≤ 0.1 

According to Oki and Sane (Oki and Kanae, 2006), an Rws value of 0.4 is a common threshold for high water stress. 

Other classes were derived from the World Resources Institute’s projection for 2040 – 

http://www.wri.org/blog/2015/08/ranking-world%E2%80%99s-most-water-stressed-countries-2040 (accessed on 

March 19 2018): a ratio of withdrawals to water supply below 10% is classified as low, 10-20% as low to medium, 

and 20-40% as medium to high water stress. Thus, the scoring scheme scale assumes non-linear effects. 

http://worldclim.org/current
http://worldclim.org/current
http://www.wri.org/blog/2015/08/ranking-world%E2%80%99s-most-water-stressed-countries-2040
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Values should be taken from case-study specific documents, e.g. river basin management reports. 

 C1.3 Climate change (priority) 

The idea is to focus on observed change of the two main meteorological parameters impacted by climate change: 

precipitation and surface temperatures. The idea of using the IPCC scenarios instead was dropped because it would 

be hard to argue which one to select.  

1.1.3.1 C1.3 a Surface Temperature (priority) 

Observed relative change in surface temperatures (CT) in the case study area. The latest IPCC report (Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2013) provides a global assessment of observed CT from 1901 to 2012 based 

on linear regression of annual mean values. 

The following scoring scheme is suggested:  

• High:    CT ≥ 1.5 C 

• Rather High:  1.0 ≤ CT < 1.5 C 

• Rather Low:   0.6 ≤ CT < 1.0 C 

• Low:    CT < 0.6 C 

Values can be taken from figure SPM1.b in IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2013, p. 6). This 

figure2 is also available on http://www.climatechange2013.org/images/figures/WGI_AR5_FigSPM-1.jpg  (accessed on 

March 5 2018). If regional calculations of the observed change in surface temperatures exist for a comparable time 

period, these can be taken instead. 

1.1.3.2 C1.3 b Precipitation (priority) 

Observed relative change in precipitation over land (CP) in the case study area. The latest IPCC report (Intergovern-

mental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2013) provides a global assessment of observed CP per decade from 1951 to 

2010 based on linear regression of annual mean values. 

The following scoring scheme is suggested:  

• High:  CP ≤ -50 mm/decade OR CP ≥ 50 mm/decade  

• Rather High: -50 < CP ≤ -10 mm/decade OR 10 ≤ CP < 50 mm/decade 

• Rather Low: -10 < CP ≤ -2.5 mm/decade OR 2.5 ≤ CP < 10 mm/decade 

• Low:  -2.5 < CP < 2.5 mm/decade 

Values can be taken from figure SPM2 in IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2013), page 6. 

The figure3 is also available on: http://www.climatechange2013.org/images/figures/WGI_AR5_FigSPM-2.jpg (ac-

cessed on March 5 2018). If regional calculations of the observed change in precipitation over land exist for a compa-

rable time period, these can be taken instead. 

  

 
2 In this figure, it is unclear whether the respective threshold between two classes is part of the lower or the higher class. For 
reasons of simplicity, we assume that the threshold value indicated in the figure belongs to the higher class. 
3   In this figure, it is unclear whether the respective threshold between two classes is part of the lower or the higher class. For 
reasons of simplicity, we assume that the threshold value indicated in the figure belongs (a) to the higher class if the value is 
positive and (b) to the lower class (i.e., with the more negative range) if it is negative. 

http://www.climatechange2013.org/images/figures/WGI_AR5_FigSPM-1.jpg
http://www.climatechange2013.org/images/figures/WGI_AR5_FigSPM-2.jpg
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Calculation of a combined score for climate change 

To arrive at an overall score for climate change, the chosen qualitative scores for C1.3 a and b are first translated to 

numbers (high 4, rather high 3, rather low 2, low 1). Then, the arithmetic AMC1.3 mean is taken, which is then classi-

fied in the following way: 

• High:  AMC1.3  > 3.5 

• Rather High:  2.5 < AMC1.3 ≤ 3.5 

• Rather Low:  1.5 < AMC1.3 ≤ 2.5 

• Low:   AMC1.3  ≤ 1.5 

 

1.2 C2 Env-Soc-Interaction - Use pressure  
 C2.1 Intensity of agriculture (priority) 

1.2.1.1 C2.1 a Nitrogen inputs from mineral and organic fertilizers (priority) 

Average Total N input NI [kg/ha] of the utilized agricultural land (without fallow land) within the case study basin in 

the year 2015. If data are not available for that year, data should be taken for a similar year (if possible, not earlier 

than 2010). 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High:   NI > 150 kg/ha 

• Rather High:  75 < NI ≤ 150 kg/ha 

• Rather Low:  25 < NI ≤ 75 kg/ha 

• Low:   NI ≤ 25 kg/ha 

Thresholds are based on own estimations. 

Values should be taken from case-study specific documents. 

1.2.1.2 C2.1 b Percentage of cropland area CA within the case study basin (priority) 

A related GIS dataset will be retrieved from the Global Land Cover Share Database (2013) available via the FAO 

GeoNetwork (http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home?uuid=ba4526fd-cdbf-4028-a1bd-5a559c4bff38 

(accessed on March 5 2018). The cropland dataset has a resolution of approx. 1 km and a temporal extent ranging 

from 1998 to 2012.  

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High:  CA > 50% 

• Rather High:  30% < CA ≤ 50% 

• Rather Low:  10% < CA ≤ 30% 

• Low:   0% < CA ≤ 10% 

The classification used reflects that the state of the environment tends to decline when agriculture exceeds 30-50% 

of the area (Allan, 2004, p. 272). 

A GIS dataset on cropland data can be downloaded on the FAO GeoNetwork website mentioned above. The down-

load URL of the cropland GIS dataset is http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/re-

sources.get?id=47948&fname=GlcShare_v10_02.zip&access=private (accessed on March 5 2018). 

Ecologic is going to calculate CA for the case study areas based on the cropland GIS dataset indicated above. 

http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/main.home?uuid=ba4526fd-cdbf-4028-a1bd-5a559c4bff38
http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/resources.get?id=47948&fname=GlcShare_v10_02.zip&access=private
http://www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/resources.get?id=47948&fname=GlcShare_v10_02.zip&access=private
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1.2.1.3 C2.1 c Grazing livestock density within the case study basin (priority) 

This indicator is measured in livestock units per hectares of agricultural land (“Livestock Standard Units”) (LSU/ha). It 

refers to the case study area. If data are not available for the case study area, estimations can be made for an area 

that has very similar borders (e.g., in EU countries: aggregate values from all NUTS3 regions that are completely lo-

cated in the case study area). Take values for the year 2016. If data are not available for that year, data should be 

taken for a similar year (if possible, not earlier than 2010). 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High:  LSU > 1.5 

• Rather High:  1.0 < LSU ≤ 1.5 

• Rather Low:  0.5 < LSU ≤ 1.0 

• Low:   0.0 ≤ LSU ≤ 0.5 

Possible data sources are: 

• EU agri-environmental statistics, where data is available at NUTS3 level. For example, for Germany the ‘Re-

gionaldatenbank Deutschland’ (https://www.regionalstatistik.de/genesis/online/, accessed on April 17 2018) 

provides data at the level of ‘Landkreise’ and ‘kreisfreie Städte’ with regard to LSU (Großvieheinheiten) (ta-

ble 41141-03-01-4, indicator Viehbestand) as well as agricultural area (table 41141-01-01-4, indicator Land-

wirtschaftlich genutzte Fläche). 

• Estimations based on national or regional statistics or scientific literature 

• If no statistical data are available, interviews with farmers may help to arrive at an estimation for the case 

study area 

One Tropical Livestock Unit is equivalent to one LSU (Livestock Standard Unit). For this and other issues related to 

estimating the stocking rate, refer to Boudet (Boudet, 2018). 

Calculation of a combined score for intensity of agriculture 

To arrive at an overall score for the intensity of agriculture, the chosen qualitative scores for C2.1 a, b, c are first 

translated to numbers (high 4, rather high 3, rather low 2, low 1). Then, the arithmetic AMC2.1 mean is taken, which is 

then classified in the following way: 

• High:  AMC2.1  > 3.5 

• Rather High:  2.5 < AMC2.1 ≤ 3.5 

• Rather Low:  1.5 < AMC2.1 ≤ 2.5 

• Low:   AMC2.1  ≤ 1.5 

 

 C2.2 Population density – demographic trend (priority) 

1.2.2.1 C2.2 a Population density (priority) 

PD: Inhabitants per square kilometre in the case study area in the year 2015: 

PD = 
𝐼𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 2015

𝐶𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 [𝑘𝑚2]
 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High:   PD > 150 

• Rather High: 100 < PD ≤ 150 

• Rather Low:  50 < PD ≤ 100 

• Low:   PD ≤ 50 

https://www.regionalstatistik.de/genesis/online/
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The threshold of 100 inhabitants/km2 to differentiate between rather high and low population density is based on 

Knieper & Pahl-Wostl (Knieper and Pahl-Wostl, 2016). 

Data should be taken from case study-specific documents (e.g., river basin management plans, administrative re-

ports). 

1.2.2.2 C2.2 b Demographic trend (priority) 

DT: Average annual change in the number of inhabitants in the case study area from 2005 to 2015: 

𝐷𝑇 =  ( √
𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 2015

𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 2005

10
− 1 ) ∗ 100 [%] 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High:   DT > 1.0% 

• Rather High: 0.5% < DT ≤ 1.0% 

• Rather Low:  0.0% < DT ≤ 0.5% 

• Low:   DT ≤ 0.0% 

Data should be taken from case study-specific documents (e.g., river basin management plans, administrative re-

ports). 

Calculation of a combined score for ‘population density – demographic trend’ 

To arrive at an overall score for ‘population density – demographic trend’, the chosen qualitative scores for C2.2 a 

and b are first translated to numbers (high 4, rather high 3, rather low 2, low 1). Then, the arithmetic mean AMC1.3 is 

taken, which is then classified in the following way: 

• High:  AMC2.2  > 3.5 

• Rather High:  2.5 < AMC2.2 ≤ 3.5 

• Rather Low:  1.5 < AMC2.2 ≤ 2.5 

• Low:   AMC2.2  ≤ 1.5 

 

 C2.3 Modification of flow regime (priority) 

Qualitative evaluation of how much the flow regime has been impacted by humans. “The flow regime of a river is the 

quantity, duration and seasonal pattern of [water] flows […]. The flow regime of a river system influences the flora 

and fauna present in a river ecosystem […]. Human activities such as abstraction of water, disposal of excess water, 

irrigation and clearing of vegetation can change the natural flow regime” (Government of Western Australia, Depart-

ment of Water and Environmental Regulation (DWER), n.d.). This variable compares the current with the original, 

natural state. 

 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• Low: Good state – In most parts of the case study area, the flow regime reflects (nearly) undisturbed condi-

tions or has been impacted slightly by anthropogenic activities. Effects of flow regime modifications on living 

conditions for aquatic species are small and limited locally. 

• Rather Low: Moderate state – In most parts of the case study area, the flow regime has been impacted mod-

erately by anthropogenic activities. Effects of flow regime modifications on living conditions for aquatic spe-

cies are limited locally, but can be pronounced at single places. 
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• Rather High: Unsatisfactory state – While the differences are still moderate in most parts of the case study 

area, a significant number of sites show major flow regime modifications. Such modifications considerably 

affect the living conditions for aquatic species locally as well as downstream over longer distances. 

• High: Bad state – Large parts of the case study area show major modifications of the flow regime. This is as-

sociated with severe alterations of the living conditions for aquatic fauna and flora. 

The classes are based on an unpublished questionnaire by Knieper (derived from the WFD). 

Qualitative assessments should be obtained through expert interviews (e.g., water managers, researchers) and/or 

literature search (e.g., European cases: WFD-related documents, Mongolia: rather interviews if appropriate docu-

ments do not exist). In the interviews, the interviewed experts should indicate which of the four options fits best and 

justify their choice. The interviewer should document these justifications. In case the interviewed experts differ in 

their assessments, it is possible to decide what score is most appropriate based on the documented justifications 

(and further literature if necessary). 

1.3 C3 Societal – political 
Main characteristics of a country's political system, measured as the degree of democracy achieved the degree of 

unitary vs. federal structures, and freedom for actor groups. Indicators are based on the V-Dem Index, which has 

been described by Coppedge et al. (Coppedge et al., 2017). Data can be obtained from the following website: 

https://www.v-dem.net/en/data/data-version-7-1/ (accessed on March 5 2018). As recommended on the website, 

data should be taken for version 7.1. According to the website, new datasets are released annually in April and data 

may be updated occasionally. Therefore, data should be downloaded for all case studies on the same day to improve 

comparability and the date of access needs to be noted. 

 C3.1: Degree of democracy achieved (priority) 

Degree of democracy DEM achieved in a country with regard to the electoral and liberal principle, as measured 

through the “Liberal democracy index” (v2x_libdem), one of the V-Dem sub-indices described by Coppedge et al. 

(Coppedge et al., 2017). 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High degree of democracy:   0.75 < DEM ≤ 1.00 

• Rather high degree of democracy:  0.50 < DEM ≤ 0.75 

• Rather low degree of democracy:  0.25 < DEM ≤ 0.50 

• Low degree of democracy:   0.00 ≤ DEM ≤ 0.25 

Take data from the V-Dem source as described under C3. 

 

 C3.2: Degree of federalism (priority) 

Degree of federal (vs. centralized) structures FED, based on country scores for the "Division of power index" (v2x_fe-

duni), one of the V-Dem sub-indices described by Coppedge et al. (Coppedge et al., 2017). It consists of “local/re-

gional government exists”, local/regional government elected, local/regional offices relative power). 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High federalism:   0.75 < FED ≤ 1.00 

• Rather high federalism:  0.50 < FED ≤ 0.75 

• Rather low federalism:   0.25 < FED ≤ 0.50 

• Low federalism:   0.00 ≤ FED ≤ 0.25 

Take data from the V-Dem source as described under C3. 

https://www.v-dem.net/en/data/data-version-7-1/
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1.4 C4 Implementation capacity 
 C4.1 Economic capacity – development (priority) 

Economic development of a country as measured by the World Bank Indicator “Gross Domestic Product per capita, 

purchase power-corrected (constant 2011 international dollars)” in the year 2016. 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High:   GDP ≥ 24,600 $ 

• Rather High:  11,500 < GDP  ≤ 24,600 $ 

• Rather Low:  3,800 < GDP ≤  11,500 $ 

• Low:   GDP ≤ 3,800 $ 

Values can be taken from the World Bank website https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.PP.KD (ac-

cessed on April 6 2018). The dataset includes values for 184 countries and administrative regions. Thresholds were 

chosen in such a way that each class comprises 46 countries/administrative regions. Therefore, the thresholds allow 

a relative assessment of a country’s or administrative region’s economic capacity in comparison with other countries 

and administrative regions. 

 C4.2 Institutional capacity – development (priority) 

Transparency International’s assessment of the perceived extent of corruption in a country’s public sector: Corrup-

tion Perceptions Index (CPI) for the year 2016. High PCI values suggest a low level of corruption. STEER assumes that 

little corruption implies that formal institutions exist not just on paper but are effectively implemented and followed 

in practice. This corresponds to (high) institutional capacity. The chosen approach is based on (Pahl-Wostl et al., 

2012) and (Pahl-Wostl and Knieper, 2014) who used the CPI to assess the effectiveness of formal institutions. 

More information on the CPI is available on http://files.transparency.org/content/down-

load/2054/13228/file/CPI_2016_ShortMethodologyNote_EN.pdf (accessed on February 19 2018). 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High:  76 ≤ CPI ≤ 100 

• Rather High: 51 ≤ CPI ≤ 75 

• Rather Low:  26 ≤ CPI ≤ 50 

• Low:  0 ≤ CPI ≤ 25 

Classes orient on the linear normalisation of PCI values carried out by Knieper and Pahl-Wostl (Knieper and Pahl-

Wostl, 2016). 

PCI values can be taken from the following Transparency International website: https://www.transpar-

ency.org/news/feature/corruption_perceptions_index_2016#table (accessed on March 5 2018). 

 C4.3 State capacity (priority) 

The Government Effectiveness Governance [GE] indicator “captur[es] perceptions of the quality of public services, 

the quality of the civil service and the degree of its independence from political pressures, the quality of policy for-

mulation and implementation, and the credibility of the government's commitment to such policies” (Kaufmann et 

al., 2010, p. 4). It is one of six Worldwide Governance Indicators, which refer to the country level and are published 

by the World Bank on http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#home (accessed on March 5 2018) 

Take values for 2016. 

 

 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.PP.KD
http://files.transparency.org/content/download/2054/13228/file/CPI_2016_ShortMethodologyNote_EN.pdf
http://files.transparency.org/content/download/2054/13228/file/CPI_2016_ShortMethodologyNote_EN.pdf
https://www.transparency.org/news/feature/corruption_perceptions_index_2016
https://www.transparency.org/news/feature/corruption_perceptions_index_2016
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#home
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The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High:   GE > 1.25 

• Rather High: 0.00 < GE ≤ 1.25 

• Rather Low:  -1.25 < GE ≤ 0.00 

• Low:   GE ≤ -1.25 

GE values can be taken from the following World Bank website: http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/in-

dex.aspx#reports (accessed on March 5 2018). When taking values, the date of access needs to be noted because 

the authors may add or drop data sources and update the GE values also for previous years (Kaufmann et al., 2010). 

Data should be downloaded for all case studies on the same day to improve comparability. 

 C4.4 Human capacity (priority) 

Level of education LE of a country’s adult population as measured by the UNESCO indicator “Mean years of school-

ing”, which is defined as the “[a]verage number of completed years of education of a country's population aged 25 

years and older, excluding years spent repeating individual grades” (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cul-

tural Organization (UNESCO), 2018). Take values for 2015. If no value is available for that year, take the value for the 

next possible preceding year in the period 2010-2014. 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 

• High:   LE > 11.50 years 

• Rather High: 9.50 < LE ≤ 11.50 years 

• Rather Low:  7.50 < LE ≤ 9.50 years 

• Low:   LE ≤ 7.50 years 

Values can be taken from the UNESCO website http://uis.unesco.org/indicator/edu-attain-mys-mys (accessed on 

February 28 2018). The dataset includes 112 countries and administrative regions. Thresholds were chosen in such a 

way that the distinction between rather high and rather low is near the arithmetic mean (9.14 years) and all classes 

include a similar number of countries/administrative units (low 28, rather low 26, rather high 30, high 28). Therefore, 

the thresholds rather allow a relative assessment of a country’s or administrative region’s human capacity in com-

parison with other countries and administrative regions. 

2 GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE  

Table 2: Data Collection Protocol for Variables to assess the Governance Structure 

Variable  Definition Kind of analysis Data Source 

G1 Decentraliza-

tion – formal pro-

visions 

 Decentralization implies the devolu-

tion of powers to lower levels of gov-

ernment. The principle of subsidiarity 

states that functions are to be allo-

cated towards the level closest to the 

citizens; a higher state level only 

takes over responsibility for a func-

tion if and in so far as the objectives 

of the function cannot be sufficiently 

achieved by the lower state level 

(Oates, 1999). 

Qualitative assessment (structure): 

document analysis (focus: decision-

making power of actors at the differ-

ent governance levels) 

➔ Entwined with analysis for G6.1 

de jure autonomy of actors and 

G4.1 Coherence functional or-

ganization 

Documents (1. grey 

and scientific litera-

ture, 2. policy docu-

ments, legislation) 

G2 Coordination - formal provisions 

http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#reports
http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#reports
http://uis.unesco.org/indicator/edu-attain-mys-mys
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Variable  Definition Kind of analysis Data Source 

G2.1 Vertical Formal mechanisms enshrined in 

laws and regulations for vertical 

(across governance levels) coordina-

tion. Coordination means that differ-

ent stakeholders develop strategies, 

plans etc. separately, but take into 

account (inform and/or consider) the 

work and interests of other relevant 

stakeholders.  

Qualitative assessment (structure): 

document analysis (focus: formal 

mechanisms of vertical coordination 

(across governance levels)) 

➔ Analysis will feed into/is inter-

linked with G4.2 Policy incoher-

ence, G8 - Fit coordination (for-

mal) and ES uses, into G1 De-

centralisation,  G3 Governance 

modes no dominance, P2 Coor-

dination in processes  

Documents (laws, 

policies, regula-

tions, and scientific 

literature) 

G2.2 Horizontal Formal mechanisms enshrined in 

laws and regulations for horizontal 

(cross-sectoral, transboundary at the 

same governance level) coordina-

tion. Coordination means that differ-

ent stakeholders develop strategies, 

plans etc. separately, but take into 

account (inform and/or consider) the 

work and interests of other relevant 

stakeholders.  

Qualitative assessment (structure): 

document analysis (focus: Formal 

mechanisms of horizontal coordina-

tion (cross-sectoral, transboundary 

at the same governance level – e.g. 

upstream/downstream) 

➔ Analysis will feed into/is inter-

linked with G4.2 Policy incoher-

ence, G3 Governance modes 

no dominance, G8 - Fit coordi-

nation (formal) and ES uses, P2 

Coordination in processes  

Documents (laws, 

policies, regula-

tions, and scientific 

literature) 

G3 Governance 

Modes No Domi-

nance 

There is no dominance of one gov-

ernance mode if the coordination in-

struments represent several govern-

ance modes. 

Qualitative assessment: focus on 

dominance and interplay of instru-

ments 

➔ Based on analysis of G2.1 and 

G2.2 

Documents (laws, 

policies, regula-

tions, and scientific 

literature) 

G4 Coherence 

G4.1 Coherence 

functional organi-

zation 

Coherence of functional organization 

is achieved if all governance func-

tions are formally allocated, clearly 

divided and consistent and if coordi-

nation is defined in case of shared 

functions (functions that are explic-

itly allocated to more than one entity 

and are to be performed jointly).  

Qualitative assessment:  focus on al-

location of functions 

➔ Entwined with the analysis for 

variable G6.1 de jure autonomy 

of actors and G1 Decentraliza-

tion – formal provisions 

Documents (na-

tional and provin-

cial laws) 
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Variable  Definition Kind of analysis Data Source 

G4.2 Policy inco-

herence 

Policy coherence is defined as an „at-

tribute of policy that systematically 

reduces conflicts and promotes syn-

ergies between and within different 

policy areas to achieve the outcomes 

associated with jointly agreed policy 

objectives” (Nilsson et al., 2012, p. 

396). Policy coherence can be ob-

served with regard to policy objec-

tives, instruments and implementa-

tion measures (ibid.). Accordingly, 

policy incoherence refers to conflicts 

in policy objectives, instruments and 

implementation measures.  

Institutional analysis (focus: incoher-

ence of aims, instruments, scope) 

➔ In coordination with assess-

ment for G4.2f 

Expert interviews (for validation e.g. 

with Praxispartners in Germany) 

Documents (Laws, 

regulations, 

amendments) 

Expert interviews 

 Policy incoher-

ence: temporal in-

coherence 

"Temporal policy coherence means 

the consistency and predictability of 

policies over time." (Huttunen, 2015, 

p. 16). 

Document analysis 

➔ In coordination with assess-

ment for G4.2, O3 

Documents (differ-

ent versions of se-

lected key govern-

ance documents: 

laws and policies)  

G5 - Interplay for-

mal and informal 

institutions  

“Interplay occurs when the operation 

of one set of institutional arrange-

ments affects the results of another 

or others” (Young et al., 2008). Ac-

cording to Helmke and Levitsky 

(Helmke and Levitsky, 2004), the in-

terplay between formal and informal 

institutions can be complementary 

(effective formal institutions and 

compatible goals), substitutive (inef-

fective formal institutions, compati-

ble goals), accommodating (effective 

formal institutions, incompatible 

goals) or competing (ineffective for-

mal institutions, incompatible goals). 

In the context of STEER, we under-

stand institutional effectivity as the 

goal attainment of the aims set by 

the institution. 

Institutional analysis  

Formal institutions: focus on aim of 

the institution, instruments, scope, 

as well as goal attainment 

➔ Data from analysis of insti-

tutions as for G4.2 can be 

used 

Informal institutions: focus on aim 

of the institution, instruments, 

scope, informal networks 

Documents (laws, 

policies etc.) 

Expert interviews 

(people involved in 

water governance) 

G6.1 De jure au-

tonomy of actors 

Degree to which actors in govern-

ance have the formal rights and ca-

pabilities to self-organize and act au-

tonomously. Actors can be individual 

and composite actors.    

Qualitative assessment: Focus on le-

gal responsibility of actors to fulfil 

the defined governance functions, 

output: mapping of actors 

➔ Analysis needs to be coordi-

nated with G1, G4.1, Input 

to P6.3 de facto autonomy 

of actors, G6.2 Power asym-

metries 

Documents (poli-

cies, legislation, 

grey and scientific 

literature) 

Stakeholder map-

ping (project docu-

ment P 3.1) 
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Variable  Definition Kind of analysis Data Source 

G6.2 Power asym-

metries 

“Power is the production, in and 

through social relations, of effects 

that shape the capacities of actors to 

determine their own circumstances 

and fate.” (Barnett and Duvall, 2010, 

p. 3)  Asymmetries exist where one 

actor is endowed with more power 

than another. 

Analysing existing power constella-

tions 

➔ Coordination of interviews 

for G5 fit formal and infor-

mal institutions, G6.2 de 

factor autonomy of actors, , 

G10.2 Accountability, P6.2 

Structure of decision situa-

tion, O2 Presence and se-

verity of conflicts 

Stakeholder inter-

views, Input from 

G6.1 

G9 Implementa-

tion capacity 

Implementation capacity of water 

governance bodies refers to the fi-

nancial, human resources and data-

availability (information) on the side 

of water governance bodies.  

Expert Interviews (focus: financial, 

institutional, human capacity and 

data availability) 

➔ Coordination of interviews 

needed for G6.2 De facto 

autonomy of actors (finan-

cial aspects), G10.1 Trans-

parency (data availability) 

Expert Interviews 

(water governance 

bodies) 

G10 Transparency and Accountability 

G10.1 Transpar-

ency  

Transparency: Availability and acces-

sibility of information  

 

Document analysis (focus: access to 

water related information) 

Stakeholder and/or expert interviews 

(focus: access to and dissemination 

of water related information) 

➔ Coordination of interviews 

needed for G9 implementa-

tion capacity 

Interviews 

Documents (legal 

documents, infor-

mation on official 

websites) 

G10.2 Accountabil-

ity 

Accountability: “… right to hold other 

actors to a set of standards, to judge 

whether they have fulfilled their re-

sponsibilities in light of these stand-

ards, and to impose sanctions if they 

determine that these responsibilities 

have not been met” (Grant and Keo-

hane, 2005)  

Document analysis (focus: compli-

ance system, public complaints) 

Stakeholder and/or expert interviews 

(focus: compliance system)  

➔ Coordination of interviews 

needed for G6.2 Power 

Asymmetries 

Interviews 

Documents (legal 

documents, infor-

mation on official 

websites) 

 

2.1 G1 Decentralization – formal provisions (priority) 
Remark: This variable can be assessed in combination with the variables “G6.1 De jure autonomy of actors” and 

“G4.1 Coherence functional organization”. While the variable “G1 Decentralization” analyses whether functions are 

allocated to the lowest possible level of government and focuses only on public actors, the variable “G6.1 De jure au-

tonomy of actors” focuses on the autonomy of all actors that are relevant for the case study focus. The variable “G4.1 

Coherence functional organization” focuses, like G6.1 on all actors and analyses which actor is mandated for which 

governance function. However, all variables analyse the same governance functions. 
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Based on a document analysis of policy documents, legislation, grey and scientific literature, please provide a map-

ping of allocation of legal rights as well as financial resources of actors at the different governance levels. For time 

reasons, it is suggested to first analyse secondary literature, and to add policy documents and legislation only if nec-

essary. Only actors of the water sector should be included.  

- Which actors have the legal rights for rule-making (writing laws and regulations) and at which governance level 

are they located? 

- Which actors have the (i) legal rights and (ii) financial resources for knowledge generation (gathering and 

dissemination of information) and at which governance level are they located? 

- Which actors have the (i) legal rights to address conflict-resolution (to set up mechanisms for conflict-resolu-

tion) and at which governance level are they located? 

- Which actors have the (i) legal rights and (ii) financial resources for coordinating the actions of /with all rele-

vant actors, and at which governance level are they located? 

- Which actors have the (i) legal rights and (ii) financial resources for enforcement of rules, and at which gov-

ernance level are they located? 

- Which actors have the (i) legal rights and (ii) financial resources for planning, and at which governance level are 

they located? 

- Which actors have the (i) legal rights and (ii) financial resources for application of measures, and at which 

governance level are they located? 

 

Remark: Depending on the case study, it might be necessary to include the local level, if for example, municipalities 

are responsible for water supply. However, this could also be subsumed under the regional level, depending on the 

complexity of the case study. 
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Table 3: Mapping allocation of legal rights and financial resources for the applicable governance levels – formal provisions for decentralization 

Level Sub-

river 

basin  

River ba-

sin  

Supra-

basin 

Local Regional  National  Inter- 

national 

Scoring 

Rule-making         

Knowledge 

generation 

 Actor 1 

(rights) 

 Actor 2 

(rights, re-

sources) 

   High 

Conflict-resolu-

tion 

   Actor 2 

(rights) 

Actor 3 

(rights, re-

sources) 

  Low 

Coordination         

Enforcement of 

rules 

        

Planning         

Application of 

measures 

        

 

Based on the mapping of actors explained above, it is suggested to use the following scoring scheme for each gov-

ernance function: 

 

Table 4: Scoring scheme for decentralization. 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High (4) Legal rights and financial resources are devolved to the lowest possible decision-making level, taking 

the principle of subsidiarity into account. 

Rather high (3) Legal rights and financial resources are devolved to an “in-between” decision-making level (neither to 

the lowest, nor to the highest), taking the principle of subsidiarity into account. 

Rather low (2) Legal rights are allocated to lower levels than the central government, but financial resources are not. 

Low (1) All legal rights and financial resources are allocated to the central government. 

 

Overall score of decentralization: Please calculate the average score of all governance functions. Assume the numeri-

cal code for the calculation (see above). In case the result is not in whole numbers, you need to round the value to 

arrive at an overall score: round up if the value is closer to the higher whole number, round down if it is closer to the 

lower number or exactly in the middle [e.g., 2.7 => 3 (rather high), 2.5 => 2 (rather low), 2.3 => 2 (rather low)]. 
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2.2 G2 Coordination - formal provisions (priority) 

 G2.1 Vertical (priority) 
Approach for measurement 

Formal mechanisms of vertical (across governance levels: local, regional, national, international, sub-basin, basin, 

supra-basin) coordination of the water governance system, enshrined in laws and regulations, should be identified in 

a document analysis of laws, policies, regulations, and scientific literature. Please coordinate with the variable G4.2 

Policy incoherence, since policy instruments are already identified under this variable. Only include those policy in-

struments that you consider a “coordination instrument”. Additional coordination instruments may be added. 

It is suggested to cluster the mechanisms of vertical coordination instruments according to their governance mode 

(Hierarchy, Market, Network, Hybrid-forms, no coordination mode is present). We understand coordination instru-

ments as a specific activity or structure to realize coordination. In turn, the governance modes are at a more abstract 

level, referring to the “basic processes which may underpin coordination efforts and instruments” (Bouckaert et al., 

2010, p. 50). 

- Definition hierarchical coordination: In hierarchies, coordination is achieved through top-down orders based 

on legitimate authority (Pahl-Wostl, 2015). 

- Definition network-based coordination: In networks, coordination is achieved through interactions “between 

actors whose inter-organizational relations are ruled by the acknowledgement of mutual interdependencies, 

trust and the responsibilities of each actor” (Bouckaert et al., 2010, p. 36). Actors can be state or non-state 

actors. 

- Definition market-based coordination: Market governance relies on prices to coordinate exchange between 

self-interested actors (Bouwma et al., 2015), based on (Williamson, 1985). 

- Hybrid forms of coordination: Combination of hierarchical, market- and/or network-based instruments (i.e. 

regulations demanding horizontal coordination/cooperation of different stakeholders, environmental impact 

assessment) 

- No coordination mode is present 

Based on the document analysis, please provide the following mapping. For the scoring, it is required to fill in all rel-

evant actors that are vertically interrelated, that you have identified in the stakeholder analysis, even though they 

are not addressed by any of the coordination instruments. To decide on the specific governance mode of the respec-

tive coordination instrument, please cross-check with the MTF Document on empirical evidence of governance 

modes and the following list of examples for horizontal and vertical instruments (partly based on (Bouckaert et al., 

2010)). For reasons of clarity and comparability (cf. G3 Governance modes No Dominance), the instruments of differ-

ent governance modes could be highlighted by different colours. 

- Hierarchical instruments: 

o Coordination functions or entities (Organization with only or main function to coordinate activities of 

different organizations) 

o Traditional input-oriented financial management 

o Changes in competencies (e.g. decentralising, centralising) 

- Network-based:  

o Consultation or negotiation bodies (Representatives of different organizations exchange infor-

mation, negotiate or elaborate joint strategies; decisions are not binding.)  

o Entities for collective decision-making (entities with legal decision-making power) 

o Joint organizations (Two or more organizations create a common organization in order to perform 

joint tasks) 
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o Participation of private sector and/or civil society 

- Market-based 

o Regulated markets (based on mechanisms of price and competition) 

o Subsidies 

o Water prices 

o Tradable water rights 

o Results-oriented financial management system focused on incentives for units 

Table 5: Mapping of vertical coordination instruments for the applicable governance levels (governance structure) 

   National level Regional level other governance level 

 Actors  Actor 1 Actor 2 Actor 3 Actor 4 … … 

National level Actor 1       

Actor 2 Network: 

- Round Ta-

ble 

-  

 Network 

govern-

ance: 

- Round Ta-

ble 

   

Regional level Actor 3 …      

Actor 4       

other govern-

ance level 

…       

…       

 

Based on the mapping of the coordination instrument explained above, it is suggested to use the following scoring 

scheme. To assess whether “all relevant actors” are addressed, it is necessary to cross-check the stakeholder analysis 

undertaken in P3.1. If no information on the specific individual actors participating in a coordination instrument is 

available in documents (e.g. an instrument that only states that it “takes into account all relevant actors”), the instru-

ment is nevertheless taken into account and the lack of specificity is considered in the scoring. 

Table 6: Scoring scheme for vertical coordination 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High Vertical coordination instruments exist that address all actors at the different governance levels of the 

water governance system that are relevant for the case study focus. 

Rather high Vertical coordination instruments exist, and most of the actors at the different governance levels of the 

water governance system are addressed that are relevant for the case study focus. 

Rather low Some vertical coordination instruments exist, but a large share of the relevant actors at the different 

governance levels of the water governance system are not addressed. 

Low Very few vertical coordination instruments exist and/or the most important actors at the different gov-

ernance levels of the water governance system are not addressed. 
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 G2.2 Horizontal (priority) 

Approach for measurement 

Formal mechanisms of horizontal (cross-sectoral, transboundary at the same governance level – e.g. upstream/ 

downstream) coordination, enshrined in laws and regulations, should be identified in a document analysis of laws, 

policies, regulations, planning documents, and scientific literature. Please consider only those sectors that are rele-

vant for the specific processes you are analysing.  

Based on the document analysis, please provide the following mapping (for definitions of the different governance 

modes, please see above). For the scoring, it is required that you fill in all relevant actors in the table that are hori-

zontally interrelated and that you have identified in the stakeholder analysis, even though they are not addressed by 

any of the coordination instruments. To decide on the specific governance mode of the respective coordination in-

strument, please cross-check with the MTF Document on empirical evidence of governance modes and the list of 

examples provided above. 

If no information on the specific individual actors participating in a coordination instrument is available in documents 

(e.g. an instrument that only states that it “takes into account all relevant actors”), the instrument is nevertheless 

taken into account and the lack of specificity is considered in the scoring. 

Table 7: Mapping of horizontal coordination instruments (governance structure) 

Sector  Water Agriculture 

 Sectors/actors  Actor 1 Actor 2 Actor 3 Actor 4 Actor … 

Water Actor 1      

Actor 2 Market: 

- Water 

prices 

- Subsidies 

 Market: 

- Water 

prices 

- Subsidies 

 Market: 

- Water 

prices 

- Subsidies 

Actor 3      

Agriculture Actor 4      

Actor …      

Based on the mapping of actors explained above, it is suggested to use the following scoring scheme:  

 

Table 8: Scoring scheme for horizontal coordination 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High Horizontal coordination instruments exist that address all actors of the different sectors that are relevant 

for the case study focus. 

Rather high Horizontal coordination instruments exist, and most of the actors of the different sectors that are rele-

vant for the case study focus are addressed. 

Rather low Some horizontal coordination instruments exist, but a large share of the relevant actors of the different 

sectors that are relevant for the case study focus are not addressed. 

Low Very few vertical coordination instruments exist and/or the most important actors of the different sec-

tors that are relevant for the case study focus are not addressed. 
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2.3 G3 Governance modes no dominance (priority)4 
Definition 

There is dominance of one governance mode if the coordination instruments represent mainly one governance 

mode. Hence, there is no dominance of governance modes if coordination instruments are based on several govern-

ance modes. 

Kind of analysis 

The analysis of dominance is based on the identification of hierarchical, network and market coordination instru-

ments in variable G2.1 and G2.2 (see above). No additional data has to be collected. Based on identified governance 

modes in the table, please undertake the following scoring: 

Table 9: Scoring scheme for Governance modes no dominance 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High Several governance modes and hybrid forms of governance styles are present. 

Rather high Co-presence of different governance modes without clear dominance. Only few hybrid styles – instru-

ments are present. 

Rather low One governance mode is dominant. Other governance modes have a visible presence 

Low Clear dominance of one governance mode. Other governance modes are marginal.  

 

Data Source 

Variable G2.1 and G2.2 

2.4 G4 Incoherence 

 G4.1. Coherence functional organization (priority) 
Definition 

Coherence of functional organization is achieved if all governance functions are formally allocated, clearly divided 

and consistent and if coordination is defined in case of shared functions. Shared functions are such that are explicitly 

allocated to more than one entity and are to be performed jointly. 

Against the background of the common distinction between polity, policy and politics, coherence of functional or-

ganization refers to the dimension of polity. Polity refers to the institutional system framing political action. Common 

questions to be asked are for example ‘Who is involved in political decisions?’ or ‘Who has which responsibilities and 

competencies?’.  

Kind of analysis 

The following generic set of water governance functions based on the Management and Transition Framework (MTF) 

indicates which water governance functions should ideally be allocated and that functions as evaluation benchmark. 

The analysis needs to be entwined with the analysis for variables G1 Decentralisation – formal provisions and varia-

ble G6.1 de jure autonomy of actors. 

Set of governance functions 

o Rule Making 

 
4 The name of the variable was changed from “Dominance of governance modes” to “Governance Modes No Dominance”, in 
order to make the hypothesis assessment more consistent (02.05.2019). There might still be documents that refer to dominance 
instead of no dominance. 
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o Knowledge Generation 

o Conflict Resolution 

o Coordination 

o Enforcement of Rules 

o Planning 

o Application of Measures 

1) Check the set of water governance functions against the respective national framework legislation: Selection of 

nationally relevant water governance functions (additions to the above specified set possible). Check and coordi-

nate with the analysis of de jure autonomy of actors (G6.1) and Decentralisation – formal provisions (G1). 

2) Evaluate whether the formal institutions in place fulfil all nationally relevant water governance functions. The 

evaluation can be desk based or be conducted via expert interviews, in particular, where gaps remain after docu-

ment analysis. The method should be coordinated with the analysis for G6.1 and G1. 

a) Formal allocation of all water governance functions (use the results of G6.1 and G1) 

b) Clear allocation of water governance functions: Do overlaps exist? If overlaps exist, are they acknowl-

edged in the documents? 

c) If overlaps in allocated functions exist: is coordination defined? 

3) Score the coherence of functional organisation according to Table 10. In case that no organisational overlaps 

exist, do not score organisational overlap and coordination of overlaps. 

4) Overall score of coherence functional organisation: Please calculate the average of the scores of  i) responsible 

organisation, ii) explanation for organisational overlap and iii) coordination of overlaps (high: 4, rather high: 3, 

rather low: 2, low: 1). In case the result is not in whole numbers, you need to round the value to arrive at an 

overall score: round up if the value is closer to the higher whole number, round down if it is closer to the lower 

number or exactly in the middle [e.g., 2.7 => 3 (rather high), 2.5 => 2 (rather low), 2.3 => 2 (rather low)]. 

 

Table 10: Evaluation example for functional incoherence 

Governance function Responsible or-

ganisation 

Explanation for organisational 

overlap in functional responsi-

bility 

Coordination of overlaps in 

functional responsibility 

Governance function A Organisation A   

Governance function B Organisation A   

Governance function C Organisation A, B Organisation A from national level 

and organisation B from regional 

level both carry out governance 

function C with regards to agricul-

tural water users 

The organisations exchange infor-

mation on platform X 

Governance function D Organisation B   

Governance function n    
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Table 11: Scoring scheme for responsible organisation for water governance functions 

Scoring Responsible organisation 

High (4) 80 % of functions and more allocated 

Rather high (3) <80 % - 60 % of functions allocated 

Rather low (2) < 60 % - 40 % of functions allocated 

Low (1) Less than 40 % of functions allocated 

 

Table 12: Scoring scheme for explanation for organisational overlap in functional responsibility 

Scoring Explanation for organisational overlap in functional re-

sponsibility 

High (4) 80 % or more of the functional overlaps are clearly defined 

Rather high (3) <80 % - 60 %  of functional overlaps are clearly defined 

Rather low (2) < 60 % - 40 % of functional overlaps are clearly defined 

Low (1) Less than 40 % of functional overlaps are clearly defined 

 

Table 13: Scoring scheme for coordination of overlaps in functional responsibility 

Scoring Coordination of overlaps 

High (4) 80 % or more of the overlaps coordinated 

Rather high (3) <80 % - 60 %  of overlaps coordinated 

Rather low (2) < 60 % - 40 % of overlaps coordinated 

Low (1) Less than 40 % of overlaps coordinated 

 

Data Source 

- Documents (1. Scientific and grey literature, 2. laws, regulations, amendments), analysis for G6.1 and G1 

(preferred for responsible organisation) 

- Expert interviews (researcher, administrative officials, bureaucrats, members of associations; from the area 

of water) where gaps remain 

 

 G4.2 Policy Incoherence (priority) 

Hypothesis 

Incoherence at the level of water governance policies increases coordination problems. 

Definition 

Policy incoherence refers to contradictions or even conflicts between and within policy areas regarding policy objec-

tives, instruments and scope (Nilsson et al., 2012, p. 396). Incoherence can be studied within a single policy field (in-

ternal incoherence), between different policy fields (external incoherence), between policies at the same level of 
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governance (horizontal incoherence) or between policies across different scales of governance (vertical incoherence) 

(Nilsson et al., 2012).  

Against the background of the common distinction between polity, policy and politics, policy coherence refers to the 

dimension of policy, that is the content dimension. Policies as defined in the STEER-project encompass laws, direc-

tives/regulations, ordinances and their respective amendments. Strategies, plans and other policy documents that 

are not legally binding could also be considered in the analysis if they are leading to implementation and are there-

fore relevant to action. Policies are part of formal institutions as defined in the STEER-Project but the notion of insti-

tutions goes beyond that: every policy is an institution but not every institution is a policy.   

For reasons of data collection variable G4.2 focusses on incoherencies, hence coherencies between policies are not 

part of the detailed analysis. Since coherencies understood as best practices are nonetheless interesting for the 

toolbox, it is suggested to have a look at them in an optional second step. After having identified incoherencies be-

tween two policies it could be examined how the other case studies handled the interaction of these two policies. It 

could be assumed that there are lessons to be learned from the other case studies.  

Instruments are understood as formal provisions enshrined in policies that determine how policies should be imple-

mented. Examples include the mandating of river basin organisations, the elaboration of river basin management 

plans, provisions for monitoring the implementation process or coordination instruments (see variable G2 Coordina-

tion – formal provisions). Instruments also include rules such as sanctions or threshold values e.g. for water quality 

parameters. In the frame of policy coherence, incoherence of instruments will be regarded with regards to coordi-

nating the overlapping appointment of governance function in G4.1. Incoherence of planning and sanctioning instru-

ments will be regarded in G4.2. 

Scope of institutions encompasses the spatial coverage of a policy as well as the activities and actors addressed by 

the policy. Furthermore, this category could be used for identified incoherencies that are not related to the aim or 

instruments of the policy but seem to be relevant and suitable for the category of scope. 

Kind of analysis 

(1) In a first step, we suggest to investigate an analysis of policies that regulate aspects regarding the focus of the 

case study at one point in time via document analysis. The following characteristics of policies need to be deter-

mined to be able to score this variable: 

- Aim of the policy  

- Instruments installed to reach this aim  

- Scope of the policy (e.g. spatial coverage, activities/actors addressed) 

(2) In a second step, it is suggested to do a double check by asking interviewees if all relevant incoherencies have 

been identified through document analysis. Question to be posed in interviews: 

- If you think about the policies related to water governance in insert region, are there  contradictions or 

even conflicts in aims, instruments or scope that are still missing? If so, could you please name them? (Note 

for interviewer: Show or report the previously identified incoherencies to the interviewee before asking the 

question) 
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It is suggested to use Table 5 in a first step and  

Table 15 in a second step to record the identified incoherencies. The scoring can be done based on the representa-
tion in  

Table 15. Since the focus of the project is on cross-sectoral coordination problems, incoherencies between policies 
within one policy field (internal incoherencies) can but need not be analysed in Table 14 and  

Table 15. In case of more than one focus per case study, it is suggested to do the whole analysis for each focus sepa-
rately. The identified policies will enter the MTF-analysis in the form of institutional input or output. Variable G5 is 
based on the outcomes of this analysis. 

 

Table 14: Evaluation example for policy incoherence – part 1 

Policy  

(specify policy field, 

governance level and 

aim/ instrument/scope) 

Incoherence Type of incoherence 

(horizontal/vertical) 

Further description of in-

coherence 

Aim of policy A  

(policy field X, national) 

Incoherent with instrument 

of policy C (policy field Z, na-

tional) 

Horizontal … 

Instrument of policy B  

(policy field Y, EU) 

Incoherent with instrument 

of policy A (policy field X, na-

tional) 

Vertical  

…    

…    

Policy n    

 

Table 15: Evaluation example for policy incoherence – part 2 

 Policy A (policy 

field, govern-

ance level) 

Policy B (policy 

field, govern-

ance level) 

Policy n (...) 

A
im

 

In
stru

m
en

t 

Sco
p

e 

A
im

 

In
stru

m
en

t 

Sco
p

e 

A
im

 

In
stru

m
en

t 

Sco
p

e 

Policy A (policy field, governance level) Aim           

Instrument     x x     

Scope           

Policy B 

(policy field, governance level) 

Aim  x         

Instrument    x       

Scope           

Policy n ...          
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X indicates a contradiction or conflict 

 

The following scoring scheme is suggested: 
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Table 16: Scoring scheme for policy incoherence 

In order to benefit from our qualitative research approach in contrast to a purely quantitative approach, the decision 

on relevance of instruments/aims and degree of contradictions/conflicts remains with the case study expert.  

Data Source 

• Documents (laws, directives/regulations, ordinances, amendments, strategies, plans, as well as other policy 

documents leading to implementation) of water policy and of other policy fields on the relevant governance 

levels (local, regional, national, international, sub-basin, basin, supra-basin) depending on the focus of the 

case study 

• Expert interviews (researcher, administrative officials, bureaucrats, members of associations; from the area 

of water; “Praxispartner” in the case of German case studies) 

 

 G4.2f Temporal Policy Incoherence (non-priority)  

Definition 

Temporal policy incoherence refers to the inconsistency and unpredictability of policies over time (Huttunen, 2015, 

p. 16). In the frame of STEER, we will evaluate temporal incoherence of formal institutions in general. 

Kind of analysis 

Temporal incoherence: 

i) Focus on different versions of laws or policies that are key to governance in the case study and for the 

case study focus (e.g. Weser Ems: Düngeverordnung) 

ii) Analysis of different versions of formal institutions (e.g. amendments of laws) 

(a) Aim of the institution 

(b) Instruments to reach the aim (e.g. scheduled plans/documentation, sanctions) 

(c) Scope of the institution (e.g. spatial coverage, activities/actors addressed) 

iii) If it is likely that gaps exist, do a double check by asking interviewees if all relevant incoherencies have 

been identified through document analysis. Question to be posed in interviews: 

(1) If you think about the policies related to water governance in insert region, are there  contradic-

tions or even conflicts in aims, instruments or scope over time that are still missing? If so, could you 

please name them? (Note for interviewer: Show or report the previously identified incoherencies to 

the interviewee before asking the question) 

iv) Comparison of different versions (temporal scale) with regards to temporal coherence: Evaluation ac-

cording to the following scoring scheme: 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High High degree of policy incoherence as many contradictions or even conflicts regarding the relevant instru-

ments and/or aims are observed, regardless of scope.  

Rather high Rather high degree of policy incoherence as some contradictions or even conflicts regarding the relevant 

instruments and/or aims are observed, regardless of scope. 

Rather low Rather low degree of policy incoherence as aims and instruments do not show contradictions or conflicts 

but scope does. 

Low Low degree of policy incoherence as neither aims nor instruments and scope show contradictions or con-

flicts. 
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Table 17: Scoring scheme for temporal incoherence 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High High degree of temporal incoherence as contradictions or even conflicts regarding aims are observed over time re-

gardless of instruments and scope. Major aspects of the policy follow an incomprehensible development. Changing 

goals over time.  

Rather 

high 

Rather high degree of temporal incoherence as contradictions or even conflicts regarding instruments are observed 

over time regardless of scope. 

Rather 

low 

Rather low degree of temporal incoherence as aims and instruments do not show contradictions or conflicts over 

time but scope does. Major aspects of the policy follow a comprehensible development even if breaking points oc-

cur.  

Low Low degree of temporal incoherence as neither aims nor instruments and scope show contradictions or conflicts 

over time. Major aspects of the policy follow a comprehensible development. Absence of changing goals over time.  

 

Data Source 

• Documents: policies, laws and amendments 

• If gaps exist after document analysis: expert interviews 

2.5 G5 Interplay formal and informal institutions (non-priority) 
Definition 

'Institution' is used here according to the convention in institutional analyses, within the social sciences, to denote 

rules governing the behaviour of actors (North, 1990; Scott, 2008). Institutions are considered as a “set of rules, deci-

sion-making procedures, and programs that define social practices, assign roles to the participants in these practices, 

and guide interactions among the occupants of individual roles” (Young, 2002, p. 5). Institutions do not refer to or-

ganizations or physical structures. Formal and informal refer to the nature of processes of development, codification, 

communication and enforcement. Formal institutions as defined here and used in the STEER project refers to the 

“thin” understanding of institutions by Young (2002) which denotes “rules on paper”. They are linked to the official 

channels of governmental bureaucracies and are codified in regulatory frameworks or any kind of legally binding 

documents (e.g. contracts, constitutions, treaties). Correspondingly, formal institutions can be enforced by legal pro-

cedures. Nevertheless, formal institutions must not be significant for human behaviour (Young, 2002) as humans 

may also act according to informal institutions and ignore the formal settings. Informal institutions refer to socially 

shared rules such as social or cultural norms or informal networks as well as routine activities to implement formal 

institutions. In most cases, they are not codified or written down. Compliance is not enforced via legally sanctioned 

channels but socially sanctioned. Institutions may also been developed outside of the formal water governance enti-

ties but that assumes a formal way of expression (e.g. voluntary catchment management strategy). Such institutions 

are considered informal but documented. 

Formal and informal institutions are interdependent. This interdependence leads to “[interplay […] when the opera-

tion of one set of institutional arrangements affects the results of another or others” (Young et al., 2008). According 

to (Helmke and Levitsky, 2004), the interplay between formal and informal institutions can be complementary (ef-

fective formal institutions and compatible goals), substitutive (ineffective formal institutions, compatible goals), ac-

commodating (effective formal institutions, incompatible goals) or competing (ineffective formal institutions, incom-

patible goals). In the context of STEER, we understand institutional effectivity as the goal attainment of the aims set 

by the institution. For the analysis, we evaluate the interplay between formal and informal governance arrange-

ments as well as planning and implementation instruments according to Table 18.  

Instruments are understood as provisions enshrined in institutions that determine how institutions should be imple-

mented. Examples include for formal institutions the mandating of river basin organisations, the elaboration of river 
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basin management plans, provisions for monitoring the implementation process or coordination instruments (see 

variable G2 Coordination – formal provisions). Examples of instruments for informal institutions are regular meetings 

or established routines for allocating irrigation water. Instruments also include rules such as sanctions (fines as well 

as social sanctions like ostracism) or threshold values e.g. for water quality parameters.  

Table 18: Type of the interplay between formal and informal institutions (modified from Helmke and Levitsky, 2004). 

 Effective formal institutions Ineffective formal institutions 

With formal institutions compatible 

goals of informal institutions regarding 

aspect x 

Complementary Substitutive 

With formal institutions conflicting goals 

of informal institutions regarding aspect 

x 

Accommodating Competing 

 

Kind of analysis 

The analysis will be based on the institution analysis of the formal governance framework and the informal govern-

ance arrangements with their implementation instruments. This analysis will moreover be used for the representa-

tion of the governance system in the MTF. The analysis of formal institutions needs to be entwined with the analysis 

for the variable G4 and with G6.2 and P6.3 in case they will be assessed in the case study. 

1. Narrow down the focus of the institutional analysis of formal institutions: Scope of the case study (e.g. We-

ser-Ems: nitrate pollution of groundwater) 

2. Formal institutions as regarded here will also be analysed in G4. In case where formal institutions go beyond 

the scope of G4, the following steps of analysis need to be conducted here.  

Institutional analysis of formal institutions via document analysis: institutions that regulate aspects regarding 

the scope of the case study (e.g. for the Weser-Ems case-study focus (1) groundwater, (2) the activities that 

are the source of nitrate pollution) 

a. Aim of the institution 

b. Instruments to reach the aim (e.g. scheduled plans/documentation, sanctions, mandating a catch-

ment management agencies/organisations) 

c. Scope of the institution (e.g. spatial coverage, activities/actors addressed) 

d. Goal attainment of the institution (does it reach its aims) 

3. Analysis of informal institutions via interviews: interviewees that are involved in regulating activities regard-

ing the scope of the case study (e.g., (1) setting quality goals, (2) decide on measures that are subject to sub-

sidies). The analysis needs to be entwined with the analysis for G6.2 and P6.3 in case they will be assessed in 

the case study. The information from G6.2 and P6.3 gives insight into the existence of informal networks. If 

possible, questions should be asked to address such networks.  

a. Aim of the institution 

b. Instruments or rules to reach the aim (e.g. regular meetings, socially enforced sanctions) 

c. Scope of the institution (e.g. spatial coverage, activities addressed, actors involved) 

4. Evaluation of the interplay between formal and informal institutions  

a. Assessment of potential interplay (Table 19): comparing the scope of formal and informal institu-

tions, determining the potential for institutional interplay  

b. Assessment of the type of interplay: comparing the aims and instruments of formal informal institu-

tions that have a similar scope, assessing the type of interplay according to the matrix presented in 

Table 18. 
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Table 19: Example for the evaluation of the interplay between formal and informal institutions.  

  Formal institution 1 Formal institution 2 Formal institution n 

  scope aims instruments scope aims instruments … 

Infor-

mal 

insti-

tution 

1 

scope overlap   No 

overlap 

   

aims  compatible   -   

instruments   complementary   -  

Infor-

mal 

insti-

tution 

2 

scope No over-

lap 

  overlap    

aims  -   conflicting   

instruments   -   accommodat-

ing 

 

Infor-

mal 

insti-

tution 

n 

…        
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5. Scoring 

Table 20: Scoring scheme for formal and informal interplay of institutions 

 

Data Source 

• Formal Institutions (based on analysis for G4.2):  

o Preferred: Texts of laws, regulations, ordinances 

o If not feasible/sufficient: Interviews with experts  

• Informal institutions: Interviews with stakeholders present in actions regarding the case study focus 

 

Possible questions: 

 

For formal institutions [overlap with data collection on policy incoherence]: 

1. Which laws and regulations cover/address [case study problem]? 

2. Which actors do they address, respectively, and on which administrative level do they work? 

3. What precisely does each of these regulations aim at? 

4. How do they address the problem? Which measures do they propose? 

5. How are these regulations enforced? / What happens if stakeholders don't follow the regulations? 

6. In how far would you say that these rules and regulations achieve what they set out to do? 

 

For informal institutions [analysis can build on analysis for G6.2 and P6.3]: 

1. How do you make decisions regarding your activities? 

2. We are/ I am in particular interested in aspects that you take into considerations that are not written down 

in management plans or so. 

Can you think of any (other) unwritten rules that influence these decisions?  

3. To whom (else) does this specific rule apply? 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High Formal institutions are effective. The majority of informal institutions are complementary to formal institu-

tions. Few exceptions exist where informal institutions need to accommodate the effect of formal institutions.  

Rather 

high 

Formal institutions are ineffective. The majority of informal institutions has the same or similar goals as the 

existing formal institutions and substitute those. The goal attainment is therefore supported. 

OR 

Formal institutions are effective. The majority of informal institutions produce an accommodating effect for 

most actors to the effect of formal institutions. Although informal institutions have diverging goals, they do not 

contradict with formal institutions. Formal institutions are therefore strengthened. 

Rather 

low 

Formal institutions are ineffective.  Many informal institutions have diverging goals which impedes goal attain-

ment. A few informal institutions have the same or similar goals as the existing formal institutions and support 

goal attainment to a limited extent. Overall goal attainment is unlikely.  

Low Formal institutions are ineffective. Informal institutions in the large majority have diverging goals and compete 

with formal institutions, which is why goal attainment is unlikely. 
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4. From the perspective of your peer group, what is expected from a person in your position? 

5. Does that influence how you make your decisions?   

6. What would happen if an activity [specify activity] would be carried out in a different way [specify how]? 

 

2.6 G6 Power Constellations (non-priority) 
Definition and general approach 

“Power is the production, in and through social relations, of effects that shape the capacities of actors to determine 

their own circumstances and fate.” (Barnett and Duvall, 2010, p. 3; amended from Scott, 2001, pp. 1–2). 

To determine power constellations, we firstly identify the de jure autonomy of actors, granted to them by legislative 

frameworks (G6.1). We call those “legal resources”. Finally, we relate the autonomy (G6.1 and P6.3) of actors to 

each other to identify power asymmetries (G6.2).  

In our analysis, we do not explicitly distinguish whether power works directly from one actor on another (A goes to B 

and tells them what to do) or indirectly (B assumes A will utilize their resources to make them conform to A’s inter-

ests, so they conform before A even acts).  

Symbolic resources refer to a person’s/ a group’s reputation and social standing or their assigned/acquired author-

ity.  

Normative resources refer to social expectations and norms that allow, e.g., for shaming an actor/group into a 

course of action.  

We consider material resources to be self-explanatory.  

 

 G6.1 De jure autonomy (non-priority) 

Data source: Documents analysis of policy documents, legislation, grey and scientific literature  

Kind of analysis: Qualitative assessment  

1. Please assess based on document analysis the de jure autonomy of the different actors with regards to the 

defined list of governance functions. Check and coordinate this analysis with the analysis for G4.1 (Coher-

ence functional organisation). 

Which actors have (a) legal rights with regards to the following governance functions: 

• rule making 

• knowledge generation 

• conflict resolution 

• coordination 

• enforcement of rules 

• planning 

• application of measures 

2. Please assign the scoring scheme (high, rather high, rather low, low; explanation see below) for the different 

actors that are relevant in the specific case study, and for the respective governance functions. Exclude in 

the scoring those governance functions in which the actor is not involved. 
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Table 21: Freedom of actors - de jure autonomy 

Actors  Rule-

making  

Knowledge 

generation  

Conflict-res-

olution  

Coordi-

nation  

Enforcement 

of rules  

Planning  Application of 

measures  

Overall 

score of de 

jure auton-

omy  

Actor 1  Low  Rather high  …         

Actor 2  High  …           

…               

               

Criteria to assign scores:  

• High (4): Actor has full legal rights to make independent decisions concerning the respective governance function 

in which it is involved.   

• Rather high (3): Actor has considerable legal rights to make decisions concerning the respective governance func-

tions in which it is involved. Actor needs to consult other actors. Their feedback does not have to be included. 

• Rather low (2): Actor has some legal rights to make decisions concerning the respective governance function in 

which it is involved. Actor needs to consult other actors and has to include their feedback. 

• Low (1): Actor has no rights to make decisions concerning the respective governance function in which it is in-

volved.  

Overall score of de jure autonomy: Please calculate for each actor the average of the scores for all governance func-

tions in which the actor is involved. Assume the numerical code for the calculation (see above). In case the result is 

not in whole numbers, you need to round the value to arrive at an overall score: round up if the value is closer to the 

higher whole number, round down if it is closer to the lower number or exactly in the middle [e.g., 2.7 => 3 (rather 

high), 2.5 => 2 (rather low), 2.3 => 2 (rather low)]. Lastly, build the overall average score across all actors. 

3. Optional: Mapping of de jure autonomy of actors regarding governance functions: For relevant governance 

functions (i.e. several actors in charge of governance functions, where the case study teams deem the map-

ping necessary to understand actor relations), map the actors with regards to their responsibility regarding 

the individual governance function (one map per governance function). The mapping should represent the 

relations between actors as well as the responsibilities of actors. The map only supports the scoring scheme 

visually but should not influence the scoring of the autonomy of actors. 

For the visualisation, use the suggested visualisation for the stakeholder analysis. For the assessment of de 

jure autonomy, the indication of the following relationships will be sufficient: 

No line means no relation of actors, implying that they do not impact each other’s autonomy 

at all 

A can direct the actions of B. B in this scenario is not autonomous at all, while A is still auton-

omous vis-à-vis B 

 A has to consult B but does not have to take B’s position into account. A is thus largely auton-

omous 

 A has to consult B and incorporate B’s feedback. A is thus only somewhat autonomous 

This mapping should ideally be informed by the stakeholder analysis (project output P3.1) or inform the 

analysis with regards to relations between stakeholders. 
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 G6.2 Power asymmetries (non-priority) 

Data source: Stakeholder interviews 

Kind of analysis:  

1. Based on the mapping of de jure autonomy of actors (G6.1), identify two to five core stakeholders based on 

their relevance in the network of stakeholders (indicators: number of links to others, linking point to stake-

holders without other ties (crucial nodes), links with stakeholders on the higher and lower governance levels, 

betweenness centrality (link to other spheres of the network of actors that no other actor has established)  

 

Example: In the figure below, A is a crucial stakeholder as links exist with D and E, and A has the majority of 

links with other stakeholders  

  

Figure 1: Exemplary network of stakeholders 

2. Interviews with stakeholders and their analysis need to be coordinated with interviews to assess 10.2 Ac-

countability. 

Questions: 

I. Is there any actor that limits your scope of action or, conversely, help you to realise your plans?  

i. probe: mention the crucial actor from the stakeholder network mapping 

II. How can other actors interfere positively or negatively with your actions?  

i. probe if no answer is given: for example, using legal means 

III. Reversely, if other actors were planning something you didn’t agree with, in how far could you inter-

fere with their actions?  

IV. And if other actors went against your interests, could you make them feel any negative consequences? 

3. Evaluate the relational power value (i.e. power distribution) between dependent stakeholders and core 

stakeholders: 

a. How many dependent stakeholders consider their autonomy to be limited by core stakeholders? 

b. Do core stakeholders consider themselves able to steer processes according to their interests? 

c. How would they steer them? 

Probe for different types of steering (Wrong, 1980): 

- Unintended steering 

- Intended steering 

1. Violence 

a. Physical 

b. Psychological 
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2. Manipulation 

3. Persuasion 

4. Authority 

a. Coercion 

b. Incentives 

c. Legitimacy 

d. Competence 

e. Personal influence 

 

4. Assign scores according to the scheme below: Based on the procedure described above, the following scor-

ing scheme is suggested to characterise power asymmetries among stakeholders:  

Table 22: Scoring scheme for power asymmetries 

Score Criteria to assign score 

High Several dependent stakeholders perceive strong power imbalances through the exertion of direct 

influence by core stakeholders. Core stakeholders are able to steer processes according to their 

interest with various means. These means can include the abstraction of funds from actors or pe-

nalisation through the threat of imprisonment. 

Rather 

high 

Few dependent stakeholders perceive power imbalances through the exertion of direct influence 

by few core stakeholders. Core stakeholders steer processes according to their interest with vari-

ous authoritative means. These means can include bribery of individuals. 

Rather 

low 

Few dependent stakeholders perceive a limited scope of action due to conflicts of interest with 

core stakeholders. Core stakeholders are, in a limited way, able to steer the actions of dependent 

stakeholders, e.g. by manipulation or persuasion. 

Low Dependent stakeholders do not perceive any power imbalances exerted by core stakeholder on 

whom they are dependent. 

 

2.7 G9 Implementation capacity (non-priority) 
Definition 

Implementation capacity of water governance bodies refers to the financial, human resources and availability of in-

formation on the side of water governance bodies.  

Kind of analysis 

Please determine the different capacity dimensions (financial, human, information) as well as the overall implemen-

tation capacity for each water governance body separately. 

Table 23: Implementation capacity  

Water governance 
body  

Financial capacity 
(low/rather low/ra-
ther high/high) 

Human capacity Information Overall score of imple-
mentation capacity  

Body 1  Low  Rather high  …   
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Body 2  High  …     

     

     

    Average across all 
governance bodies:  

 

Criteria to assign scores:  

• High (4): Capacities are fully available to perform the mandate. 

• Rather high (3): Capacities are nearly available to perform the mandate. 

• Rather low (2): Lack of capacities but efforts are made to increase. 

• Low (1): Lack of capacities. 

Overall score of implementation capacity: Please calculate for each body the average of the scores for all capacity 

dimensions. Assume the numerical code for the calculation (see above). In case the result is not in whole numbers, 

you need to round the value to arrive at an overall score: round up if the value is closer to the higher whole number, 

round down if it is closer to the lower number or exactly in the middle [e.g., 2.7 => 3 (rather high), 2.5 => 2 (rather 

low), 2.3 => 2 (rather low)]. Lastly, build the overall average score across all actors. 

The required data will be derived from interviews, which need to be coordinated with analysis for G6.2 De facto au-

tonomy of actors as it also covers financial capacities. Questions to be posed in interviews: 

- Is insert respective water governance body financially sufficiently endowed to perform its mandate? Does 

insert respective water governance body have to compete for financial resources?  

o Optional inquiry: Does insert respective water governance body make efforts to increase the finan-

cial endowment? 

- Are there enough qualified employees to perform your/its mandate? 

o Optional inquiry: Does insert respective water governance body make efforts to increase the num-

ber of qualified employees? 

- For performing your/its mandate, is the necessary information related to the (state of the) resource accessi-

ble to you? 

o Optional inquiry: Does insert respective water governance body make efforts to give access to nec-

essary information? 

Kind of interview partners needed: 

- experts  

Data Source 

Expert judgement in interviews 

2.8 G10 Transparency and Accountability (non-priority) 
Remark: Either impartial experts or stakeholders covering the most important positions on the process should be 

interviewed. Depending on the availabilities in the case studies, expert interviews might be more suitable. 

 G10.1 Transparency (non-priority) 

Approach for measurement:  
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1. Literature review: 

Please provide the following information, based on a document analysis of water-related laws, policies and regula-

tions: 

- How is access to water-related information (e.g. RBMP, status of water bodies, allocation of water, etc.) for water 

users guaranteed in legal provisions (at national, and where relevant at regional levels)?  

2. Interviews (stakeholder/expert) 

It is suggested to ask the following questions in the stakeholder/expert interviews. Questions always refer to availa-

bility of information for water users, and not the general public (in line with our hypothesis). 

- Do you have access to water-related data you consider relevant for your work? 

- Is the information provided understandable, reliable and complete?  

- How does the public water administration disseminate information to water users?  

o Participatory processes 

o Information campaigns 

o Online publications 

o Direct contact with water users (outside of formal participatory processes) 

Scoring scheme:  

Please apply the following scoring schemes, and then build an overall score. Please justify/explain decisions qualita-

tively. 

Scoring 1: Access and understandability of information 

- High (1): All water users have access to water-related information. The information is understandable, reliable and 

complete.  

- Rather high (2): All water users have access to water-related information. Parts of the information are difficult to 

understand.  

- Rather low (3): Some water users don’t have access to water-related information and/or the information is either 

difficult to understand, or not reliable or incomplete.  

- Low (4): Information is not accessible for the large majority of water users. 

 

Scoring 2: Forms for dissemination of information  

- High (4): At least three of the mentioned mechanisms for information dissemination are used. 

- Rather high (3): Two of the mentioned mechanisms for information dissemination are used. 

- Rather low (2): One of the mentioned mechanisms for information dissemination is used. 

- Low (1): No information is provided. 

 

Overall score: Please calculate the average of score 1 and 2. Assume the numerical code for the calculation (see 

above). In case the result is not in whole numbers but exactly between two numbers, you need to round down [e.g., 

2.5 => 2 (rather low)]. 

 

 G10.2 accountability (non-priority) 

The qualitative assessments should be obtained through expert interviews and literature search. The literature re-

search (first part) covers aspects that can be found relatively easily by screening official websites, at least for the Eu-

ropean cases, since official studies have been carried out (for sources, see above). If this data is not available online 
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for South Africa and Mongolia, the questions can be included in the interviews as well. The expert interviews (second 

part) refer to experiences of stakeholders and are more specific to the river basin. It is assumed that this information 

can only be obtained through interviews.  

1. Literature review, screening of official websites of the relevant authorities 

Please provide the following information, based on the literature search. If data is not easily available online (Mon-

golia, South Africa), expert interviews should be used. In the interviews, the interviewed experts should indicate 

which of the four options of the scoring systems fits best and justify their choice. The interviewer should document 

these justifications. In case the interviewed experts differ in their assessments, it is possible to decide what score is 

most appropriate based on the documented justifications (and further literature if necessary). 

1.1. Is there a compliance assurance system (e.g. environmental inspection system) which is applicable to envi-

ronmental issues on water, and to what degree is this system accessible to water users (e.g. is there an envi-

ronmental inspection plan/ is information on when and how inspections are carried out, and statistics on the 

outcome of these inspections available?)? 

➔ Source for EU member states: Country reports available at: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eir/country-

reports/index2_en.htm and for OECD countries (possibly relevant for the “QCA-Case studies”): 

http://www.oecd.org/env/tools-evaluation/compliance.htm  

1.2. What formal arrangements exist for public complaints about water-related issues dealt with by administra-

tion? To what degree are they easily usable for water users? 

➔ Source for EU member states: (Volkéry et al., 2012), Study on environmental complaint-handling and media-

tion mechanisms at national level, Final study for DG ENV of the European Commission. http://ec.eu-

ropa.eu/environment/aarhus/pdf/mediation_and_complaint-handling.pdf  

 

Please apply the following scoring and justify/explain decisions qualitatively: 

Scoring scheme:  

Please apply the following scoring schemes and justify/explain decisions qualitatively. In the end, an overall score 

will be built for the scores of the literature search and the interviews. 

Score 1: Compliance assurance system 

o High (4): System in place and accessible to water users. 

o Rather high (3): System is in place, access is partly restricted.  

o Rather low (2): System in place, access is completely restricted 

o Low (1): No compliance assurance system exists.  

 

Scoring 2: Arrangements for public complaints 

o High (4): Different formal arrangements exist, and they are easily usable/accessible. 

o Rather high (3): Different formal arrangements exist, the majority of them are easily usable.  

o Rather low (2): Some formal arrangements exist. It is difficult for water users to use them. 

o Low (1): No formal arrangements exist.  

 

2. Interviews (expert/stakeholder) 

It is suggested to either ask these open questions in the stakeholder/expert interviews. Or, in case of time limita-

tions, it is possible to directly ask the interviewee to choose an answer of the scoring scheme below and justify the 

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eir/country-reports/index2_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eir/country-reports/index2_en.htm
http://www.oecd.org/env/tools-evaluation/compliance.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/aarhus/pdf/mediation_and_complaint-handling.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/aarhus/pdf/mediation_and_complaint-handling.pdf
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selection. The interviewer should document these justifications. In case the interviewed experts differ in their as-

sessments, it is possible to decide what score is most appropriate based on the documented justifications (and fur-

ther literature if necessary). The interviews need to be coordinated with interviews for G6.2 power asymmetries.  

- Was there any form of mismanagement (deviation from formal requirements of the water governance system) 

by public authorities in the water governance system in the last decade? 

- In case of mismanagement, could you report those agents and do you expect that they will be held to account? 

- Which sanction options exist in case of mismanagement? And which sanction options exist for abuse of power 

by water governance actors? 

 

Scoring scheme: 

Score 3: Mismanagement  

o High (4): No forms of mismanagement in water governance are reported, and accountability mecha-

nisms and sanction options exist. 

o Rather high (3): Forms of mismanagement are reported, all responsible actors were held accounta-

ble/sanctioned.  

o Rather low (2): Forms of mismanagement are reported, some responsible actors were held accounta-

ble/sanctioned. 

o Low (1): Forms of mismanagement are reported and responsible actors are not held accountable.  

 

Overall scoring scheme:  

Please calculate the average of score 1, 2, and 3. Assume the numerical code for the calculation (see above). In case 

the result is not in whole numbers, you need to round the value to arrive at an overall score: round up if the value is 

closer to the higher whole number, round down if it is closer to the lower number or exactly in the middle [e.g., 2.7 

=> 3 (rather high), 2.5 => 2 (rather low), 2.3 => 2 (rather low)]. 
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3 PROCESSES  

Table 24: Data Collection Protocol for Variables to assess the governance structure 

Variable  Definition Kind of analysis Data Source 

P1 Decentralization at pro-

cess level 

Decentralization means that a high 

degree of autonomy is attributed to 

lower levels of government. Actors 

who have to make certain decisions 

and implement certain tasks have 

considerable autonomy (both policy 

and fiscal) in shaping them. 

MTF analysis – semi-quanti-

tative assessment (govern-

ance functions at different 

levels -> level of ASs, level of 

Actors and roles) 

Primarily inter-

views, selected 

documents 

P2 Coordination – at pro-

cess level 

P2.1 Vertical 

P2.2. Horizontal 

Processes of vertical (across govern-

ance levels) and horizontal (cross-

sectoral, transboundary at the same 

governance level) coordination 

within the water governance and 

management system. Coordination 

means that different stakeholders 

develop strategies, plans etc. sepa-

rately, but take into account (inform 

and/or consider) the work and inter-

ests of other relevant stakeholders. 

MTF analysis – qualitative 
assessment (links between 
ASs via actors, knowledge or 
institutions, presence of ex-
plicit coordination AS) 

➔ Analysis will build 

on G2 

Primarily inter-

views, selected 

documents 

P3 Governance Modes 

P3.1 A No dominance  

P3.1 B Synergistic interplay 

P3.2 Meta-governance 

Governance modes refer to the real-
ized governance style in terms of a 
hierarchy, network or market gov-
ernance logic.   
Synergist interplay means that syner-

gies between different governance 

modes prevail (instruments are com-

bined, procedures exist to alleviate 

potential conflicts between modes). 

MTF analysis – qualitative 
assessment (governance 
modes of selected ASs)  
➔ Based on analysis for 

G3  

Primarily inter-

views, selected 

documents 

P5 Stakeholder participa-

tion 

Stakeholder participation refers to 

degree and kind of involvement of 

organized stakeholder groups and 

the public at large in planning and 

decision making processes. 

Semi-quantitative MTF-anal-

ysis (comparison of actors 

involved in ASs of 

knowledge production or 

creation of institutions and 

actors affected by them) 

Primarily inter-

views, selected 

documents 

P6 Actor-decision constellation: 

P6.1 

Actor-decision constella-

tion: Transaction costs of 

coordination  

Transaction costs of coordination are 

the resources needed for seeking in-

formation, negotiating, decision-

making/agreeing, enforcing, and 

adapting.  

Qualitative assessment (pro-

cess-specific): Focus on ne-

gotiation and decision-mak-

ing, monitoring and enforce-

ment  

➔ Interviews need to be 

coordinated with 

G10.2 Accountability 

Interviews 

Data from G10.1 

Transparency 
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Variable  Definition Kind of analysis Data Source 

P6.2 Actor-decision con-

stellation: Structure of de-

cision situation (actors, op-

tions, pay-offs) 

The structure of the decision situa-

tion depends on the distribution of 

costs and benefits of coordination 

among coordinating actors and be-

yond. 

 

Qualitative assessment (pro-

cess-specific): Focus on in-

terests, coordination, infor-

mation exchange and bene-

fit sharing in decision situa-

tions 

Coordination with G6.2 

power asymmetries  

Interviews 

P6.3 De facto autonomy of 

actors 

Degree to which actors are able to 

self-organize and act autonomously 

in practice. Actors can be individual 

and composite actors. 

Qualitative assessment: Fo-

cus on the de facto auton-

omy of actors 

Coordination of interviews 

for G5 fit formal and infor-

mal institutions, G6.2 Power 

asymmetries, G9 Implemen-

tation capacity 

Expert interviews, 

Input from G6.1 

P9 Knowledge manage-

ment – integration 

Knowledge management refers to in-

clusiveness and openness of the pro-

cess of knowledge generation, the 

kind of knowledge that is integrated 

and used in planning and decision 

making. 

MTF analysis Primarily inter-

views: 

Qualitative insights 

from experts 

Selected docu-

ments 

 

3.1 MTF-representation of the process level  
 

Figure 2 shows a generic template of an Action Situation (AS), which is the basic building block of an MTF representa-
tion. A set of connected ASs will serve to describe one or more processes, which each need to fit the respective case 
study focus (i.e., a certain cross-sectoral coordination problem related to water quality or quantity). 
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Figure 2: Generic template of an Action Situation (AS) 

In the framework “Planning” and “Implementation” and “ES-Interactions” have been identified as elements that in 

their interaction constitute the process level. During the process of operationalisation of the framework, a set of 

governance functions (see Table 25) has been introduced and is now used for the operationalization of different vari-

ables characterizing governance structure and governance processes. These governance functions are used to char-

acterize the whole block of planning and implementation. ASs that deal primarily with operational activities without 

explicit (water) management focus (e.g., conventional/organic farming, bioenergy production) – and hence “ES-In-

teraction” – are not assigned a governance function. However, if an AS about operational activities of resource users 

has a focus on management (e.g. farmers reporting fertilizer use within the scope of monitoring obligations), a gov-

ernance function needs to be assigned (in this example “Enforcement of rules”). Normally one AS should be only as-

signed one governance function.  If needed an AS may also be assigned a secondary governance function (e.g. a 

round table implemented for coordination may also support conflict resolution).  
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Table 25: General types of ASs at the process level of the STEER framework: 

Governance 
Functions  

Definition and Explanation 

Rule Making  Rule Making ASs describe social interactions that have as product some kind of rules.  

Knowledge 
Generation  

Knowledge Generation ASs describe social interactions that have as product knowledge of relevance 
for other governance functions and possibly also for operational activities – provision of ecosystem ser-
vices.  

Conflict Resolu-
tion  

Conflict Resolution ASs describe social interactions that are specifically designed to resolve conflicts. 
These could for example be legal procedures or round tables.  

Coordination Coordination ASs describe the social interactions that are specifically designed to support the coordi-
nated development and implementation of strategies, plans, activities etc. Water Assessment in the 
Netherlands is for example a governance function that links spatial planning and water management. 
“Niedersächsisches Kooperationsmodell Trinkwasserschutz” is a coordination instrument that links two 
provisioning ecosystem services – two sectors (water and agriculture). Both instruments follow a speci-
fied process and have clearly identifiable products (e.g., cooperation agreements).  

Enforcement of 
Rules  

ASs of this type refer to procedures in place to ensure compliance with rules. This may involve monitor-
ing the achievement of certain pre-defined goals, environmental targets etc. and procedures that as-
sess the compliance with rules and their enforcement (e.g., sanctions).  

Planning Planning ASs describe the social interactions that have as product some kind of plans (strategic plans, 
operational water management plans etc.).  

Application of 
Measures 

ASs of this type refer to the application of more specific measures or programmes.  Outputs are not 
plans but more tangible products – e.g. payment schemes or a new governmental authority.  

 

Each Action Situation needs to be related to one of the three process phases defined in our framework: 

• Planning comprises all actors, as well as all aspects of strategic and operational planning and procedures in 

different sectors established to develop and revise strategic and operational plans. Planning includes as well 

the establishment of procedures to facilitate and control implementation. 

• Implementation refers to putting a more abstract policy, plan or rule into operation by developing specific 

measures. This extends to all actors involved in the process, their features, capacities and relationships. Im-

plementation comprises as well capacity building for implementation (e.g. training farmers in environmen-

tally friendly practices). Implementation activities produce results that are of direct relevance for operational 

activities interfering with the physical environment which are specified as ecosystem services interactions.   

• Ecosystem services interactions comprise all aspects, stakeholders and activities that directly interfere with 

the resource. Interactions refer to operational activities of resource users that are based on contributions 

from ecosystems (cf. ecosystem services definition by Haines-Young and Potschin, 2018a in section 5.1) 

and/or result in tangible changes in Ecosystem Services and/or physical objects (e.g. building technical or 

green infrastructure). Such activities can, but need not necessarily include deliberate management activities. 

This phase comprises thus those activities that are classified as ES uses such as bioenergy production or ani-

mal husbandry (cf. section 5.1 and footnote)5. All ASs in the phase ES interactions have an ES-output and/or 

ES input. ES uses – a special case of ES interactions – require a clearly defined ES-input. Building a reservoir 

or a waste-water treatment plant would for example be classified as ES interaction without being an ES use. 

It may happen that an ES use does not have any noticeable effect on ecosystem services that are used (e.g. 

cultural ecosystem services such as watching plants and animals).   

 
5 ES-use refers to a specific use of a bundle of Ecosystem Services for either a utility function or a production function (Schröter 
et Al. 2014). ES-use is composed of two main elements: ES-input and ES-output. ES-input refers to the sum of all ES currently 
consumed or used by a particular ES-use in order to be able to carry out a specific ES-use. ES-output refers to a particular set of 
ES that is positively or negatively impacted through a specific ES-use. In contrast to ES-interactions, ES-use is a conceptual idea 
that describes a characteristic use of a bundle of ES at a certain time and place that contributes to human well-being. It contains 
little or no information about individual aspects, stakeholder or activities that interfere with the resource.  
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The distinction between planning and implementation may not always be straightforward. For example, developing 

a river basin management plan (e.g. WRRL Bewirtschaftungsplan) which sets strategic and operational goals and 

identification of instruments how these goals should be achieved would be part of the planning phase. Developing a 

specific programme of measures which comprises decisions / prescriptions for individual measures at a certain loca-

tion (e.g. WRRL Maßnahmenprogramm) would be part of the implementation phase.  

As highlighted above, ASs that refer to the phase “ecosystem services interactions” are not assigned a governance 

function if they do not have a management focus. 

Action situation: Procedure for identifying and characterising an AS in a case study 

It is assumed that essential processes in planning and implementation exist in each case study and can be meaning-

fully represented as ASs. Others might be less obvious. Coordination may for example be represented as own AS if 

specific instruments are used (e.g., inter-sectoral coordination platforms, water assessment linking water manage-

ment and spatial planning in the NL, cooperation model drinking water protection in Lower Saxony) that entail well 

defined social interactions and products. This does not imply to aggregate all these instruments within one AS 

though. An AS should only comprise activities/instruments that are connected and lead jointly to at least one output 

that is of relevance for the overall process to be analysed (e.g. cooperation agreement). If representatives from 

other sectors are only involved in the development of a water management plan and the programme of measures, 

this would be represented as part of an overarching AS like “Developing of management plan”. 

As a first step, based on the desk-based analysis, an overview table with all relevant ASs should be established for 

each case study based on the general types listed in Table 25. Relevance should be defined by (a) the problem focus 

for each case study, (b) the importance of the products/outputs for understanding the overall process. Please note 

that the identification of relevant ASs requires a sound understanding of the case study. This may mean that litera-

ture analysis or some interviews need to be done before the identification of ASs can start.  

As coordination and cooperation are central aspects of the studies in STEER, case study teams should try to identify 

ASs with the governance function “coordination”. If a case study team deals with the non-priority variable P9 

“Knowledge management – integration”, it should try to also identify ASs with the governance function “knowledge 

generation”. 

Each AS should be characterized by a name, a short description, type (i.e., governance function), phase, spatial unit 

(with governance level) and all obvious inputs (elements influencing an AS) and outputs (elements produced by an 

AS). ASs as well as inputs and outputs may still be refined based on feedback from interviewees (especially from the 

case study’s practice/local partner) or new insights from document analyses. Before showing the AS table to experts, 

you may discuss it with the IUSF team. 

Inputs and outputs of Action Situations can be Institutions (e.g., laws, management plans, cooperation agreements), 

Knowledge (e.g., report about the state of the environment or the use of fertilizer on farms), Environmental Services 

(e.g., according to the CICES scheme – see P7) and Operational Outputs. The latter category includes all kinds of ma-

terial (e.g., physical structures like dams or biogas plants) or immaterial (e.g., change of awareness in the population 

for the importance of a healthy environment) factors that can be directly attributed to the social process described 

by the Action Situation. Even though Operational Outputs can contribute to a better understanding of the process 

under investigation, they are not used to derive the scores of variables. 

Recommendations for the identification of ASs: 

• Make sure that the process(es) you study fit the case study focus, which is a specific cross-sectoral coordina-

tion problem related to water quantity or quality. You can study one process that corresponds to the case 

study focus or several processes, which each narrow down the focus by dealing with certain sub-aspects. 

• For each process studied in a case study, ca. 10-15 ASs should be defined. If, however, a process is studied 

that is closely linked (in terms of outputs and inputs) to one or more processes that are also studied, a num-

ber of six ASs may be sufficient. 
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• As STEER aims to investigate the current water governance and management system (including links to other 

sectors), ASs should not be included if they represent governance features that have become obsolete in the 

meantime. As a rule of thumb, ASs that took place more than ten years ago should only be included if there 

is a special reason for their relevance. 

• Even though the focus of STEER is on water governance, it makes sense to identify ASs in other sectors (e.g., 

agriculture, bioenergy production) if this helps explaining the causes of water-related problems. 

• Certain governance functions (in particular planning, application of measures; but also coordination, 

knowledge generation) are of particular interest for MTF analyses. Case study teams should therefore care-

fully check whether it makes sense to include ASs of this type. 

• All process phases (planning, implementation, ES-interactions) should be represented through the set of ASs. 

• Case study teams should consider the multi-level nature of the problem of interest. Be aware where the 

problem occurs (e.g., at regional level) and what governance levels have an influence (the latter are not de-

picted in the AS table). 

• Splitting a comprehensive AS (e.g., bioenergy production, drinking water supply) into one AS related to plan-

ning (e.g. planning of biogas plants in a district) and another AS about operational activities (e.g. operations 

of biogas plants) is helpful for studying horizontal integration/cooperation: One can investigate whether 

stakeholders from sector 1 are involved in the planning AS of sector 2 in case the operational AS of sector 2 

generates an output affecting sector 1. It also helps with respect to vertical coordination/integration be-

cause one can check whether actors involved in operational activities do participate in the related planning 

AS. 

• If the generation of a certain output (e.g., an institution) did not take place in a water sector-related ASs but 

does influence an AS from the water sector, you should ask the following question: “If more actors from the 

water sector had been involved in the generation of this output, could the influence of this output on the 

water sector-related AS have been significantly different? If yes, it may make sense to define a planning AS 

for this output to study horizontal (non-)coordination.  

 

Data collection for an MTF representation 

A first table (example in Table 26) of relevant AS should be produced based on document analyses (reports, scientific 

papers, theses) for each case study. This should comprise – illustrated for a partly hypothetical example:  

Table 26: Hypothetical example how to illustrate relevant AS in each case study 

ASs - name Type (Table 
25) and 
phase 

Spatial unit 
(at a certain 
governance 
level*) 

Inputs  Outputs Actors and 
their role 

Short de-
scription 

Development 
of river basin 
management 
plan 

Type (gov. 
function): 
Planning 

Phase: Plan-
ning  

River X basin 

(governance 
level: river ba-
sin) 

Regulation X, 
Y, Z 

Knowledge on 
state of river  

… 

River basin 
management 
plan 

River basin au-
thority (Lead) 

Stakeholder 
group Y, Y (active 
participants) 

… 

xxxxxx 

       

       

* local, regional (above county and below country), national, international, sub-basin (part of a river basin), basin (complete river basin) or supra-basin (river basin 
plus additional area) 

 
The table may already include links between ASs if an output of one AS serves as input to another AS. Development 

of the table can be informed by the analyses of formal provisions for different governance functions (G1 und G3) to 
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identify relevant institutions as inputs for ASs. A first assessment of the role of actors can be based on the analyses 

of de facto autonomy of actors (G6.2). 

ASs and their inputs and outputs (Table 26) should also be represented graphically. Such a graphical illustration helps 

researchers as well as stakeholders to get an overview of ASs and their links and to identify aspects (e.g., missing 

links) that need improvement. Examples of how a graphical illustration of the AS network can look like was provided 

by Pahl-Wostl et al., 2013 (DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.5751/ES-05779-180458, see figures A4-A6 in the appendix). To 

create a graphical illustration of the AS network, you should use the graphical editor “yEd”, which can be down-

loaded from https://www.yworks.com/products/yed (accessed on 27 June 2018). To make comparisons between 

case studies easier, you should follow the following layout recommendations: 

• For ASs, use large yellow rectangles 

• For Institutions, use blue circles, 

• For Knowledge, use red octagons 

• For Ecosystem Services, use orange trapezes (with short top side) 

• For Operational Outputs, use green hexagons 

• Use arrows to represent input and output connections of ASs 

We expect that the graphical illustration of the AS network can be generated semi-automatically with the case study 

database at a later stage. 

Structured interviews (see below for an interview guidance) need to be conducted with representatives from the 

case study’s practice/local partner to validate the MTF representation and to receive further information yet miss-

ing. Different stakeholder groups should afterwards be interviewed to close the remaining data gaps related to spe-

cific aspects. 

Actors participating in an AS, their Roles, actions, goals 

Select those actors who participate in this action situation and their roles. The roles that have been used to charac-
terize the level of participation in an AS are: 

- Lead: is the initiator of the action situation and usually has the final decision competence. Usually, the spatial 
unit to which the lead actor is related, is also the spatial unit/ governance level at which the AS takes place. If 
the AS has another spatial unit, this should be specified in the according fields at the end of the form.  

- Active Participant: actor with the ability to significantly and directly impact the AS and who is making use of 
this ability  

- Passive Participant: actor who does not have a shaping influence on processes within and outputs of an AS. 
This may be due to a lack of formal power or as well due to a lack of the willingness to actively engage (e.g., 
due to fatalist attitude and/or bad experiences with processes in the past). 

Empirical assessment: Start with desk-based analysis (including meeting protocols, if available). If gaps remain, use 

interviews (first with practice/local partner, afterwards stakeholder groups). Actors that have been identified as 

managing ecosystem services (“ES-actors” – variable P7, step iii) should also be included as actors in the MTF repre-

sentation. Furthermore, the roles of actors are to some extent linked to their autonomy (cf. G6). However, the roles 

refer to the position in social interactions rather than individual autonomy. Nevertheless, the assessment of roles 

can take – where available – as starting point the autonomy of actors and their interdependence in different govern-

ance functions as determined by G6.1, G6.2, P6.3. 

Governance Mode of an AS 

Governance modes (hierarchy, market, network style) of an AS are characterized by: 

Dominance of one governance mode versus hybrid forms of governance (= no governance mode clearly dominates, 

several governance styles co-exist). 

Fit of governance modes (in case of presence of more than one governance mode, which will most likely apply to 

most case studies). Table 27shows criteria to determine governance modes of ASs.   

http://dx.doi.org/10.5751/ES-05779-180458
https://www.yworks.com/products/yed
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Table 27: Empirical evidence that could be used to assign governance modes for an AS (excerpt from Table 5.1 and 5.2 in (Pahl-Wostl, 2015), 
page 90 and 92). 

Process Charac-
teristic 

Hierarchical Style Network Style Market Style 

Motive of sub-
ordinate actor 

Fear of punishment  Belonging to group  Material benefit 

Roles of gov-
ernment 

Government rules society Government is partner in a net-
work society 

Government delivers services to 
society 

Choice of actors Controlled by written rules Free, ruled by trust and reciproc-
ity 

Free, ruled by price and negotia-
tion 

Power  Position in formal hierarchy Centrality of role in network  Degree of wealth, market share 

Steering Authority  Trust  Price, economic incentives 

Roles of 
knowledge 

Expertise for effectiveness of rul-
ing 

Knowledge as shared good Knowledge for competitive ad-
vantage 

Legitimacy Democratic elections of govern-
ments - legitimacy as representa-
tion 
Constitutional rules as base for 
authorities;  
Output legitimacy. 

Legitimacy as participation - pro-
cess-based procedural argu-
ments; 
Input (procedural fairness) legiti-
macy. 

Profit counts; 
Input (efficiency) and output (ef-
fectiveness) legitimacy com-
bined.  

Representative-
ness 

Elected representatives; 
Technical experts on problem 
domain. 

All voices heard, openness of 
process; 
All affected participate in deci-
sion-making. 

Access for all market players. 

Governance 
Function 

Hierarchical Style Network Style Market Style 

Knowledge 
Generation 

Technocratic focus;  
Only technical experts involved 

Knowledge generation as part of 
group building process;  
Different types of knowledge 
acknowledged;  
Broad sharing of knowledge 

Knowledge serves to increase 
competitive advantage. 

Conflict Resolu-
tion 

Jurisdiction;  
Legal procedures 

Mediation;  
Aim for consensus 

Survival of the fittest; 
Compensation payments 

Monitoring & 
Evaluation 

Compliance with regulation and 
quantifiable standards 
Rigid in terms of learning 

Participatory; 
Reflection on agreed goals  
Openness to adaptive ap-
proaches – change negotiated. 

Cost-benefit calculations; 
Rapid changes in individual strat-
egies if needed to increase prof-
itability. 

 

Actors 

Actors exist and have characteristics independently of their participation in a specific AS – Table 28. 

Table 28: Attributes of an actor in an MTF representation 

Name Explanation Values  Empirical base 

Governmental 

or Non-gov-

ernmental 

Specifies whether the ac-

tor is (part of) a public reg-

ulatory body  

Governmental, non-gov-

ernmental 

Governmental: e.g. national government, prov-

ince parliament, administration body, munici-

pality 

Non-governmental: e.g. NGO, farmer associa-

tion, university 

Spatial Unit The area (e.g., Germany) at 

which an actor operates, 

Examples: Germany, 

Lower Saxony, part of the 

Weser catchment that is 

located in Lower Saxony 

May not always be meaningful as some actors 

cannot be allocated to one specific spatial unit. 
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which is related to a cer-

tain governance level (e.g., 

national)  

(governance levels: local, 
regional, national, inter-
national, sub-basin, basin 
or supra-basin) 

Sector (Action 

Arena)# 

Sector to which an actor 

belongs – that the actor 

represents 

Water, Agriculture, En-

ergy, Mining, Nature Pro-

tection.  

May not always be meaningful as some actors 

cannot be allocated to one sector.  

 #to be more precise in object-oriented terminology – the sector an actor belongs to is not conceptualized as an attribute but as link to an Action Arena, which 

represents a sector.   

Institutions: 

Institutions will most likely be characterized in more depth as part of the description of the governance system (es-

pecially G4 and G5). They need to be included in the process analysis as factors that influence ASs and/or are pro-

duced by ASs (e.g. management plans). 

Knowledge: 

Knowledge refers to meaningful information and experience. It can be characterized in the database as scientific/ 

expert or as local/experiential knowledge. Furthermore, knowledge can be characterized by its accessibility in the 

database. 

 

Interview guidance  

1. Validation of the first table of ASs to be developed from document analyses.  First, ask the case study’s prac-

tice/local partner about general agreement, changes, additions (actors, institutions, knowledge, ecosystem services, 

operational outputs). Then, ask selected stakeholders to close more specific data gaps (e.g., about actors in a certain 

AS in which the stakeholder was involved). 

2. Governance modes – these can be informed by the assessment of instruments to be established for G3. Use Table 

27 as guidance to identify the dominant governance style – and /or the co-existence of different governance styles. 

One could consider pre-defined check-list and ask interview partners to what they agree. 

Try to identify conflicts or synergies by asking about the interdependence of different instruments used, the poten-

tial conflict of different roles of governmental actors (e.g., acting in a hierarchical mode in a setting based on a net-

work governance style). 

Data analysis from an MTF representation: 

All data are stored in a relational data base (MS Access). This allows to easily retrieve data, identify interdependen-

cies or trace pathways by using so-called “queries”. Examples are given below for queries that are implemented in 

the MTF Total System Database (TSD). A guidebook is available for this data base with detailed information how to 

use the TSD and all the queries that are implemented. A new template for a data base needs to be developed for the 

STEER project. It should include only the information relevant for the analyses to be conducted under the umbrella 

of STEER. This might imply to remove or modify certain variables currently implemented in the TSD template. Occa-

sionally, it might also be necessary to add a variable. 
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Figure 3: Example for queries – from the TSD guidebook, Appendix 1. 

 

3.2 P1 Decentralization in processes (priority) 

Two kinds of scorings exist for the MTF-based process variables: a general scoring and an MTF scoring. The latter is a 

translation of the former into specific MTF elements. For in-depth case studies, the MTF scoring has priority. For the 

validation case studies, MTF scoring is not required.  
Table 29: Decentralization – general scoring scheme 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High A high degree of autonomy is attributed to lower levels of government. Actors who have to make certain 
decisions and implement certain tasks have considerable autonomy (both policy and fiscal) in shaping 
them.  

Rather high A high degree of autonomy (fiscal and policy) is attributed to intermediate levels of government (e.g. prov-
inces). Actors who have to make decisions and implement certain tasks at the operational level have only 
little autonomy in shaping them. 

Rather low A limited degree of autonomy is attributed to lower levels of government for selected governance func-
tions. Even if lower levels have autonomy regarding policy they lack financial autonomy. 

Low Processes – all governance functions - are dominated by the national government. Both policy and fiscal 
authority are located at the national level of central government.  

 
Decentralization – general scoring scheme now operationalized using variables from the MTF (e.g. the concept of an 

Action Situation, Role of Actors). This distinction was chosen since validation case studies will have to choose a more 

pragmatic approach to operationalize the general scoring scheme. 

Table 30: Decentralization – MTF scoring scheme 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High ASs related to various governance functions are located at different levels – predominantly at the level/spatial 
scale influenced by an AS. Actors who hold the lead in an AS are from the same level at which the AS is located 
(e.g., implementation at regional level is also led by actors from the regional level and not by national govern-
ment). Mobilization and decisions on financial resources are made at the level where they are needed.  

Rather 
high 

ASs related to various governance functions are mainly located at intermediate levels (e.g., provincial). Actors 
who hold the lead in an ASs are not always from the level at which the AS is located but from intermediate levels 
of government. Mobilization and decisions on financial resources are predominantly made at intermediate lev-
els of government.   

Rather 
low 

ASs related to selected governance functions are mainly located at the national level. Actors who hold the lead 
in an AS are not always from the level at which the AS is located but from national levels of government. Mo-
bilization and decisions on financial resources are predominantly made at the national level.  

Low ASs related to various/most governance functions are located at the national level. Actors who hold the lead in 
an AS are predominantly from the national level and not from the level at which the AS is located. Decisions on 
financial resources are made at the national level. 
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The following steps are required to determine this score (see also section on MTF representation for explanation of 

the different components – MTF classes and their attributes, e.g. actors and roles): 

Establish a table with the following information that you can extract from the MS Access case study data base: 

Table 31: Action situations and their lead actors 

 AS name AS type (govern-
ance function) 

AS level AS Lead Actor AS Lead Actor 
Level 

Hypothetical 
example 1 

Develop river basin 
management plan 

Planning Sub-basin  River Basin Author-
ity 

Sub-basin 

Hypothetical 
example 2 

Monitor water 
quality 

Enforcement of 
regulation 

(2) Knowledge 
generation 

Sub-basin National ministry 
of environment 

National 

      

 

A graphical representation of ASs at different governance levels and how they are connected is also useful. This al-

lows representing in a comprehensive way at which governance level different governance functions are located and 

to which degree influence is predominantly top-down (e.g. plans and decision making mainly at the national level) or 

more horizontal or even bottom-up. Like above (see Table 26), we distinguish between the following governance 

levels: local, regional, national, international, sub-basin, basin and supra-basin. 

Regarding the mobilization and decision making on financial resources, this has not been an issue of major interest in 

MTF analyses so far. This should be addressed by institutions influencing an AS – for example: management plans or 

coordination agreements have to be submitted to a higher level authority for approval and allocation of financial 

resources. Or budget decisions are made by a higher level authority and are then allocated to the various planning 

and implementation authorities without explicit approval of plans. But they are constrained by the amount of re-

sources allocated to them. This can be represented as an institution (e.g. National budget allocation plan) influencing 

the respective planning and implementation ASs. 

If appropriate and data are available, De Jure Autonomy of Actors (G6.1) can complement the MTF analysis of decen-

tralization. Especially when Action Situations and their respective lead actor(s) have the same governance level and 

lead actors have a (rather) high degree of autonomy regarding the governance function(s) of those Action Situations 

that they lead, this is a sign of decentralization.  

 

P2 Coordination in processes (priority) 

Table 32: Coordination - general scoring scheme 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High High degree of coordination and cooperation between different governance entities. Specific coordination 
instruments are implemented.  

Rather high Coordination between most governance entities. Specific coordination instruments are not implemented. 
Coordination is included as element of planning and implementation procedure (e.g. participation of ac-
tors from other sectors – governance levels).  

Rather low Hardly any coordination between different governance entities. Formal coordination instruments exist but 
are not implemented.  

Low No coordination (formal or informal) between different governance entities. Formal coordination instru-
ments do not exist.  
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Coordination is operationalized with the MTF based on the definition chosen by STEER: Coordination means that dif-

ferent stakeholders develop strategies, plans etc. separately, but take into account (inform and/or consider) the 

work and interests of other relevant stakeholders. This definition also includes cooperation, which means joint elab-

oration of strategies, plans etc. and even joint action. 

Coordination is determined by different kinds of connections between and within ASs as described below for vertical 

and horizontal coordination, respectively. The previous version of the document suggested simply to account for the 

number of connections and thus of pathways for coordination. A focussed approach is suggested which gives em-

phasis to inter-sectoral coordination needs identified by problem assessments and the ecosystem services interac-

tions analyses.  

Table 33: Coordination (vertical or horizontal6 respectively) - MTF scoring scheme 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High Actors from different levels/sectors and/or different neighbouring spatial units at the same level participate actively 
in most ASs, in particular in planning and implementation [Connection via actors]. 
Actors can be identified that participate in ASs at several levels or participate in ASs from different sectors [Actors as 
integrators] 
Knowledge exchange across levels/sectors is quite frequent [Connection via knowledge].  
Institutions connect ASs across levels (bottom-up as well as top down) or sectors (mutual influence of sectors, not 
only one-directional) [Connection via institutions].    
AS of coordination type can be identified = specific coordination instruments are implemented.  

Rather 
high 

Actors from different levels/sectors and/or different neighbouring spatial units at the same level participate actively 
in most ASs, in particular in planning and implementation. 
Actors can be identified that participate in ASs at several levels or participate in ASs from different sectors  
Knowledge exchange across levels/sectors is quite frequent.  
Institutions connect ASs across levels (bottom-up as well as top down) or sectors (mutual influence of sectors, not 
only one-directional). 

AS of coordination type cannot be identified = specific coordination instruments are not implemented. 

Rather 
low 

Only few actors from different levels/sectors and/or different neighbouring spatial units at the same level participate 
actively in ASs from other levels/sectors.  
Knowledge exchange across levels/sectors is not frequent.  
Institutions connect ASs mainly in one direction across levels (top-down) or sectors (influence mainly from one sector 
to the other but not the other way round, no mutual influence). 

AS of coordination type cannot be identified = specific coordination instruments are not implemented. 

Low No actors from different levels/sectors and/or different neighbouring spatial units at the same level participate ac-
tively in ASs from other levels/sectors.  
Knowledge exchange across levels/sectors is largely absent.  
Institutions connect ASs only in one direction across levels (top-down) or sectors (influence only from one sector to 
the other but not the other way round, no mutual influence). 

AS of coordination type cannot be identified = specific coordination instruments are not implemented.  

 

 P2.1 Vertical coordination – operationalized with the MTF (priority) 

The emphasis of STEER is on cross-sectoral coordination. Nevertheless, coordination across governance levels is es-

sential for the overall effectiveness of policy implementation.  

Governance entities refer to different governance levels: either based on (1) administrative boundaries – national 

(e.g., national ministries), regional (e.g., provincial authorities, CMAs), local (e.g., municipalities, counties) or (2) hy-

drological borders – supra-basin (e.g., catchment management organisation for several basins), basin (e.g., organisa-

tion for the management of a complete river basin), sub-basin (e.g., management authority for the provincial part of 

a river basin or for a sub-catchment).  

 
6 Horizontal could also refer to coordination of neighbouring spatial units (e.g. Bundesländer) or up-stream – down-stream units. 
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To undertake the MTF scoring of vertical coordination, see the explanations on how actions situations are con-

nected:  

Table 34: MTF operationalization of vertical coordination 

1 Connection via in-
stitutions* 

Influence of institutions from other levels on ASs – preferably both directions from higher to lower and 
lower to higher levels. 

2 Connection via 
knowledge* 

Influence of knowledge from other levels on ASs – preferably both directions higher to lower and lower 
to higher levels. 

3 Connection via 
actors 

Active participation of actors from levels different from the level of the AS under consideration. 

4 Actors as integra-
tors 

Single actor is active on multiple scales by participating in ASs at several levels 

*Experience from other MTF applications has shown that connection via knowledge is more often from lower to higher (e.g., experiences from pilot studies) 
whereas influence via institutions is predominantly top-down.  

 

The investigation of connections between governance levels (cf. Table 34) is supported through specific queries that 

are possible with the MS Access case study databases, such as: 

 
See also the section on data analysis from an MTF representation and the guidance document for the MTF Total Sys-

tem Database for more explanation on queries. 

Please note that information from interviews can also inform the final scoring. 

The overall score of P2.1 is based on the aggregation of sub-scores, each addressing another aspect of vertical coor-

dination mentioned above. The sub-scores are assessed on the basis of the following sub-scoring schemes. 

 

Scoring scheme for aspect 1 " connection via institutions" 

• High: Institutions connect ASs across levels (bottom-up as well as top down) in a balanced way.    

• Rather high: Institutions connect ASs across levels (bottom-up as well as top down) but with a noticeable 

surplus of top-down connections. 

• Rather low: Institutions connect ASs mainly in one direction across levels (top-down). 

• Low: Institutions connect ASs only in one direction across levels (top-down). 

 

Sub-scoring scheme for aspect 2 "connection via knowledge" 

• High: Knowledge exchange across levels is quite frequent in both directions (i.e., from higher to lower and 

lower to higher levels).  

• Rather high: Knowledge exchange across levels is quite frequent, but happens mostly in one direction. 

• Rather low: Knowledge exchange across levels is not frequent. 

• Low: Knowledge exchange across levels is largely absent. 

 

Sub-scoring scheme for aspect 3 "connection via actors" 

• High: Actors from different levels participate actively in (almost) all Action Situations (ASs), in particular in 

planning and implementation. 
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• Rather high: Actors from different levels participate actively in most ASs, in particular in planning and imple-

mentation. 

• Rather low: Actors from different levels participate actively only in some ASs. 

• Low: Actors from different levels participate in (almost) no ASs. 

 

Sub-scoring scheme for aspect 4 "actors as integrators" 

• (Rather) high: Several actors can be identified that participate in ASs at several levels 

• (Rather) low: Few or no actors can be identified that participate in ASs at several levels 

For aspect 4, no distinction between “high” and “rather high” is made.  Furthermore, no distinction between “low” 

and “rather low” is made for this aspect. 

 

The four sub-scores need to be aggregated to an overall score for P2.1 through qualitative interpretation, which con-

siders the individual importance of each aspect in the case study. Since no average is calculated, the chosen overall 

score needs to be carefully justified. 

 

 P2.2. Horizontal coordination – operationalized with the MTF (priority) 

Governance entities refer either to different sectors or to different spatial units at the same level (e.g. different 

neighbouring provinces that share a river basin). 

To undertake the MTF scoring of horizontal coordination, see the explanations in Table 35 on how actions situations 

are connected. 

Table 35: MTF operationalization of horizontal coordination 

1 Connection via in-
stitutions 

Connections between ASs from different sectors (or different spatial units at the same governance 
level) by institutions connecting ASs and direction of influence (uni-directional from one sector to the 
other or preferably both-ways) 

2 Connection via 
knowledge 

Links between different sectors (or different spatial units at the same governance level) by knowledge 
connecting ASs and direction of influence 

3 Connection by ac-
tors 

Number of actors from different sectors (or different spatial units at the same governance level) par-
ticipating in an AS 

4 Actors as integra-
tors 

Single actor is acting as bridging organization by participating in ASs from different sectors or different 
spatial units at the same governance level. 

5 Presence of AS 
with coordination 
function 

Presence of specific AS of the governance function type coordination across sectors. Should further-
more be characterized by high degree of centrality in horizontal network of ASs– input and output  

Please note that information from interviews can also inform the final scoring. 

 

The overall score of P2.2 is based on the aggregation of sub-scores, each addressing another aspect of horizontal 

coordination mentioned above. The sub-scores are assessed on the basis of the following sub-scoring schemes. 

 

Scoring scheme for aspect 1 " connection via institutions" 

• High: Institutions connect ASs mutually (i.e., not just in one direction) across sectors (or different spatial 

units at the same governance level) in a balanced way.    
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• Rather high: Institutions connect ASs mutually (i.e., not just in one direction) across sectors (or different spa-

tial units at the same governance level), but with a noticeable surplus of one direction.    

• Rather low: Institutions connect ASs mainly in one direction across sectors (or different spatial units at the 

same governance level). 

• Low: Institutions connect ASs (almost) only in one direction across sectors (or different spatial units at the 

same governance level). 

 

Scoring scheme for aspect 2 "connection via knowledge" 

• High: Knowledge exchange across sectors (or different spatial units at the same governance level) is quite 

frequent in both directions (i.e., mutual instead of unidirectional exchange).  

• Rather high: Knowledge exchange across sectors (or different spatial units at the same governance level) is 

quite frequent, but happens mostly in one direction. 

• Rather low: Knowledge exchange across sectors (or different spatial units at the same governance level) is 

not frequent. 

• Low: Knowledge exchange across sectors (or different spatial units at the same governance level) is largely 

absent. 

 

Scoring scheme for aspect 3 "connection via actors" 

• High: Actors from different sectors (or different spatial units at the same governance level) participate ac-

tively in (almost) all Action Situations (ASs), in particular in planning and implementation. 

• Rather high: Actors from different sectors (or different spatial units at the same governance level) partici-

pate actively in most ASs, in particular in planning and implementation. 

• Rather low: Actors from different sectors (or different spatial units at the same governance level) participate 

actively only in some ASs. 

• Low: Actors from different sectors (or different spatial units at the same governance level) participate ac-

tively in (almost) no ASs. 

 

Scoring scheme for aspect 4 "actors as integrators" 

• (Rather) high: Several actors can be identified that participate in ASs from other sectors (or different spatial 

units at the same governance level)  

• (Rather) low: Few or no actors can be identified that participate in ASs from other sectors (or different spa-

tial units at the same governance level)  

For aspect 4, no distinction between “high” and “rather high” is made.  Furthermore, no distinction between “low” 

and “rather low” is made for this aspect. 

 

Scoring scheme for aspect 5 "AS of coordination type" 

• High: AS of the governance function type coordination across sectors can be identified (= specific coordina-

tion instruments are implemented). It is characterized by a high degree of centrality in the horizontal net-

work of ASs– input and output (i.e., it has a high impact). 

• Rather high: AS of the governance function type coordination across sectors can be identified (= specific co-

ordination instruments are implemented). It is characterized by a medium degree of centrality in the hori-

zontal network of ASs (i.e., it has some impact but does not unfold its full potential). 
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• Rather low: AS of the governance function type coordination across sectors can be identified = specific coor-

dination instruments are implemented. However, it is insufficiently connected to the horizontal network of 

ASs (i.e., its impact is low). 

• Low: AS of coordination type cannot be identified (= specific coordination instruments are not imple-

mented). 

 

The five sub-scores need to be aggregated to an overall score for P2.2 through qualitative interpretation, which con-

siders the individual importance of each aspect in the case study. Since no average is calculated, the chosen overall 

score needs to be carefully justified. 

 

 

3.3 P3 Governance Modes  
 P3.1A No dominance (priority)7 

Table 36: Dominance - General scoring scheme  

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High Several governance modes and hybrid forms of governance styles are present. 

Rather high Co-presence of different governance modes without clear dominance. Only few hybrid styles – instru-

ments are present. 

Rather low One governance mode is dominant. Other governance modes have a visible presence. 

Low Clear dominance of one governance mode. Other governance modes are marginal.  

 

 P3.1B Synergistic interplay (priority) 

Table 37: Synergistic interplay – general scoring scheme  

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High Several governance modes and hybrid forms of governance styles are present. Synergies between differ-

ent governance modes prevail – e.g., instruments are combined, procedures exist to alleviate potential 

conflicts between modes (e.g., allocation of water according to price and to principles to guarantee basic 

human needs and requirements of the environment).  

Rather high Only few hybrid styles/instruments are present. Both synergies and conflicts between different govern-

ance modes may be present, but overall synergies rather than conflicts prevail.  

Rather low Conflicts rather than synergies between different governance modes prevail.  

Low Significant conflicts, hardly any synergies can be identified between different governance modes.   

 

Table 27 provides a summary how governance modes can be identified. The question arises if such analyses would 

be feasible and insightful for each AS. It is suggested to focus here as for meta-governance on ASs representing gov-

ernance functions where coordination is expected to play an important role: coordination (per definition), planning 

 
7 The name of the variable was changed from “Governance Modes Dominance” to “Governance Modes No Dominance”, in order 
to make the hypothesis assessment more consistent (02.05.2019). There might still be documents that refer to dominance in-
stead of no dominance. 
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and implementation. For each AS, governance modes would be identified based on the criteria listed in Table 27. 

Applying all of the criteria listed in Table 27 may not be meaningful and feasible for all ASs. The assessment of gov-

ernance modes can build on the inventory of coordination instruments that will be established for G3. 

More detailed suggestions how to collect empirical evidence:  

As pointed out above, governance modes are mainly relevant for ASs that have a governance function assigned to 

them.  

The first focus of the analysis should be on analysing how coordination is implemented. This is of particular interest 

for the governance functions coordination, planning and application of measures. Questions to be asked: 

1. Which kind of specific coordination instruments are implemented? Have different instruments been combined? 

Here reference should be made to the classification of instruments developed for analysing G1 and G2 as well as results 

obtained for the instruments identified during document analyses.  

2. Have problems been encountered during the implementation of instruments? The kind of problems can help to 

identify potential conflicts between instruments and/or during the implementation of an instrument – e.g. typical 

problem encountered quite often - dissatisfaction of stakeholders when suggestions for management options are col-

lected in a participatory process and the final decision is taken in a hierarchical mode without taking suggestions ex-

plicitly into consideration.  

Furthermore, governance modes could/should also be assessed for other governance functions to receive a more 

comprehensive picture of the governance style(s) characterizing the overall process under consideration. The analy-

sis directly follows Table 27:  

Governance function Knowledge Generation: 

1. Who has been involved in knowledge generation? Only technical experts or also other stakeholders? 

2. Have different types of knowledge been taken into consideration? And did all types of knowledge receive equal 

attention? 

3. Has knowledge been broadly shared? Has access been exclusive to and controlled by technical experts? Has 

knowledge been used to generate a competitive advantage for different stakeholder groups?  

Governance function Conflict resolution: 

Which kinds of mechanisms / approaches are used (possibly in combination) for conflict resolution: 

1. Legal procedures – jurisdiction 

2. Mediation – consensus based approaches, agreements 

3. Market-based instruments – compensation payments 

A more overarching question (going beyond individual ASs) relates to the role of government / governmental actors: 

1. Government acts in a hierarchical top-down mode.  

2. Government aims at trust building, co-decision making 

3. Government operates more in a service mode and relies on economic transactions 

 

 P3.2 Meta-governance (non-priority) 

Table 38: Meta-governance – general scoring scheme for  

Score  Criteria to assign score 
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High Meta-governance – coordination, monitoring and steering of governance arrangements and the interplay 

between different governance instruments – is implemented as a reflexive process where governmental 

and non-governmental actors participate.  

Rather high Government takes a role as meta-governor in coordination, monitoring and steering of governance ar-

rangements and the interplay between different governance instruments.  

Rather low Different governance modes – instruments based on different logics – are combined and implemented ad 

hoc. Efforts exist to remediate potential conflicts in an ad hoc learning process.  

Low Different governance modes – instruments based on different logics – are combined and implemented ad 

hoc. No reflection on potential conflicts.  External influence may drive dominance of one governance mode 

(e.g., political party that is in power, preferences of financial donors) 

 

Analysing meta-governance for each AS would be quite resource intensive. Meta-governance is the most interesting 

in ASs where different coordination instruments are used – development of plan of measures, monitoring and evalu-

ation – essentially for all ASs which are part of the planning phase (cf. Table 25). As this is not a priority hypothesis, 

meta-governance will only be analysed in selected case studies and for selected ASs. 

3.4 P5 Stakeholder participation (non-priority) 
 

Table 39: Stakeholder participation – general scoring scheme 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High Stakeholders are involved in the decisions that affect them. Participation means co-decision making and dele-
gation of power.  
(partnership, delegated power, citizen control) 

Rather 
high 

Stakeholders are consulted once options are developed. They have an influence on decision making, but they 
are not involved at an early phase.   

(consultation, placation) 

Rather 
low 

Stakeholders are informed about decisions but have no influence on the decision process or its outcomes. Or 
they are consulted but this consultation has no or very little influence on the decision process and its out-
comes. 

(information, consultation with no or very little influence) 

Low Stakeholders affected by a decision are not involved in the decision making processes. Participation may be 
instrumentalized to influence citizens rather than getting their advice (manipulation).  

 

Manipulation: no genuine kind of stakeholder participation; participation is used by powerholders to edu-
cate, persuade and advise the citizens and not the other way around, kind of a public relations vehicle, 
aims at gathering information and getting support (Arnstein, 1969, p. 219). Example: advisory committees 
or advisory boards without legitimate function or power. 

➔ Citizens’ involvement is instrumentalized 

Informing refers to “Informing citizens of their rights, responsibilities, and options” but “frequently the 
emphasis is placed on a one-way flow of information – from officials to citizens – with no channel provided 
for feedback and no power for negotiation” (Arnstein, 1969, p. 220). 

➔ Passive involvement 
➔ Informing 
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Consultation: “Inviting citizens’ opinions”, “offers no assurance that citizen concerns and ideas will be 
taken into account” (Arnstein, 1969, p. 221). Example: attitude surveys, stakeholder meetings, public hear-
ings  

Placation: citizens are allowed to advise but decision-making authority remains with powerholders, Exam-
ple: place citizens on boards or public bodies (Arnstein, 1969, p. 222) 

➔ Medium degree of influence taking 

In the case of partnership, “power is in fact redistributed through negotiation between citizens and power-
holders. They agree to share planning and decision-making responsibilities through such structures as joint 
policy boards, planning committees and mechanisms for resolving impasses." (Arnstein, 1969, p. 224). 

Delegated power: “citizens achieving dominant decision-making authority over a particular plan or pro-
gram”(Arnstein, 1969, p. 225). Example: citizens have a clear majority of seats, citizen veto.  

Citizen control means that stakeholders have a degree of power or control that allows them to „govern a 
program or institution, be in full charge of policy and managerial aspects, and be able to negotiate the con-
ditions under which 'outsiders' may change them" (Arnstein, 1969, p. 226) 

➔ Active involvement 

Empirical evidence for this variable will be based on both semi-quantitative (MTF) and qualitative approaches (inter-

views to assess the degree of participation). One dimension is the simple fact that stakeholders are involved or not in 

processes where they are supposed to be involved. The other dimension refers more to the quality and depth of in-

volvement. No explicit distinction is made between stakeholder participation (most often via representatives) and 

public, citizen participation. 

Table 40: MTF analyses – operationalization of stakeholder participation 

Participation in rule 
production   

For each pair of ASs (AS1, AS2) for which AS1 produces an institution which influences AS2, the 
number and role of actors from AS2 involved in AS1.  

Comment: based on assumption that stakeholders should participate in the development of rules 
they are supposed to comply with (cf. Ostrom and others) 

Participation in 
knowledge generation 

For each pair of ASs (AS1, AS2) for which AS1 produces knowledge which influences AS2, the 
number and role of actors from AS2 involved in AS1. 

 

According to operationalization in the MTF, participation is high if stakeholders participate actively in the production 

of rules they are supposed to comply with and in the generation of knowledge that is relevant for their activities. 

Hence MTF analyses allow a ranking between (high/rather high) and (low/rather low). This will be refined by further 

qualitative knowledge on participatory processes. The current distinction of roles (active versus passive participa-

tion) and the resolution of the different steps of a decision making process (one or several ASs) may be too coarse to 

assign a score to the nature of participation (active involvement, co-decision making versus consultation for exam-

ple). The degree of involvement should be determined from interviews. Here it should be taken into consideration 

that the assessment of the degree of participation may diverge among different stakeholders depending in their role 

in the overall processes. 

Table 41: MTF operationalization of stakeholder participation – refined scoring scheme (see also previous paragraph) 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High Most stakeholders are involved in ASs that produce rules which affect them and in ASs that produce 
knowledge that is influencing them (cf. Table 40).  Their roles are mainly active participants.  
Involvement can be characterized as partnership and delegated power.  

Rather 
high 

Most stakeholders are involved in ASs that produce rules which affect them and in ASs that produce 
knowledge that is influencing them (cf. Table 40).  Their roles are mainly active participants. 
Involvement refers mainly to consultation and placation.  
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Rather 
low 

Only few stakeholders are involved in ASs that produce rules which affect them and in ASs that produce 
knowledge that is influencing them (cf. Table 40). Their roles are mainly passive participants. 
Involvement refers mainly to information or to consultation with no or little influence on the decision process 
and its results. 

Low Hardly any stakeholders are involved in ASs that produce rules which affect them and in ASs that produce 
knowledge that is influencing them (cf. Table 40). Their roles are mainly passive participants. 
Participation can be characterized as information or even manipulation.   

 

3.5 P6 Actor-decision constellation 
 P6.1 Transaction costs of coordination (priority) 

1. Remark: Either impartial experts or stakeholders covering the most important positions on the process should be 

interviewed. Depending on the availabilities in the case studies, expert interviews might be more suitable.  

 

Related hypotheses/assumptions:  

- A4(G): Polycentric governance systems > [increases] transaction costs of coordination (assumption), com-

pared to hierarchical governance 

- A4(G): Hierarchical governance [lowers] transaction costs of coordination (assumption), compared to polycen-

tric governance systems 

- HP6b(G,P): Coordination structures that match ecological interdependencies increase transaction costs and 

may lead to problems of institutional interplay; compared to coordination structures that match jurisdictional 

interdependencies (priority) 

- H4(G): Coincident spatial boundaries and levels of interdependent public governance actors [lower] transac-

tion costs and promote sustainable resource use (hypothesis, no priority), compared to situations were spa-

tial boundaries of public jurisdictions do not coincide 

- H5(G,P): The greater the degree of heterogeneity of water user groups (in values and economic activities), 

the higher transaction costs of coordination among them, and the less likely is successful coordination and 

sustainable resource use (hypothesis, no priority) 

- H6(C,G): Where collective action problems are caused predominantly or exclusively by a lack of information 

exchange (i.e. agents are inclined to cooperate but do not know in what way), public interventions that re-

duce transaction costs (of information exchange) among actors lead to better coordination and more sus-

tainable resource use (hypothesis, no priority) 

 

Approach for measurement:  

It is suggested to ask the following type of questions in interviews. These open questions are formulated to fit to all 

case studies/processes to be investigated. However, you can give options for responses to the interviewees, if 

wanted. The questions should always refer to a particular process: 

- Information costs:  Data of the variable “Transparency and accountability” will be used here. 

- Negotiation and decision-making costs: How did you come to a decision with the other actors? How many and 

which actors were involved and how long did it take to come to a decision? How often did you have to meet 

in person? What travel was involved with that? What was the decision mode (unanimity, consensus, majority, 

hierarchical decision)? 
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- Monitoring and enforcement costs: How do you monitor the compliance with rules and how are they en-

forced? What type of information and how much time is needed for that? How many actors have to be moni-

tored? Is it easily visible if actors comply with the rules? [Question is to be coordinated with the MTF on the 

assessment of the governance function “enforcement of rules”] 

The following scoring scheme (Table 42) is suggested for each type of transaction cost (information costs, negotia-

tion and decision-making costs, monitoring and enforcement costs). Please explain/justify decisions qualitatively. 

Table 42: Scoring scheme for transaction costs 

Type of costs 

 

Actors 

Information costs Negotiation and de-

cision-making costs  

Monitoring and en-

forcement costs 

Overall score of 

transaction costs 

Actor 1 High Low …  

Actor 2     

…     

 

Criteria to assign scores: 

- High (4): Actors are confronted with high transaction costs which hinder them from undertaking the respective 

activity.  

- Rather high (3): Actors are confronted with a considerable amount of transaction costs which makes it difficult 

to undertake the respective activity. 

- Rather low (2): Actors are affected by minor transaction costs which do not influence them negatively in un-

dertaking the respective activity. 

- Low (1): Actors are not affected by transaction costs in undertaking the respective activity.  

Overall score of transaction costs: Please calculate for each actor the average of the scores for all transaction 

costs. Assume the numerical code for the calculation (see above). In case the result is not in whole numbers, you 

need to round the value to arrive at an overall score: round up if the value is closer to the higher whole number, 

round down if it is closer to the lower number or exactly in the middle [e.g., 2.7 => 3 (rather high), 2.5 => 2 (rather 

low), 2.3 => 2 (rather low)]. 

 P6.2 Structure of decision situation (actors, options, pay-offs) (non-priority) 
Approach for measurement: 

It is suggested to ask the following type of questions in interviews. The interviews should be coordinated with G6.2 

Power asymmetries. The questions are open to fit to all case studies/processes to be investigated. However, you can 

give options for responses to the interviewees, if wanted. [In a later stage of the project, it could be interesting to 

undertake a participatory network modelling to assess the different perceptions of actors on the structure of the deci-

sion situation.] The questions should always refer to a particular process: 

- In the particular process, what were the different interests and views on the problem? Which actor group was 

perceived to gain, and which group was perceived to lose in the particular process, if any? 

- Did information exchange lead to coordinated action or does it have the potential to do so? Was a third party 

involved in the decision and if so what was its role? 

- Who benefited most from the decision/the coordination? Did it lead to an improvement for particular groups 

of actors? If yes, are these gains shared or redirected to other groups of actors? Did the decision lead to a 

deterioration for a particular group? If yes, do mechanisms of compensation exist? 
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Based on the compiled information from the interviews, it is suggested to characterize the water management prob-

lem/policy measure according to the different types of problem situations. Please justify/explain your decision. 

When actors have different perceptions on the type of game, please indicate and explain. 

- Coordination game without distributional conflict (assurance game) → Coordination in the form of infor-

mation exchange among actors can lead to an improvement of joint welfare. 

- Coordination game with distributional conflict (Battle of the sexes) → Coordination (information exchange) 

warrants collective benefit but individuals fare differently well through coordination. 

- Dilemma games (Prisoners’ dilemma) → Individually rational behaviour leads to a socially sub-optimal result. 

To evaluate the hypotheses H5 and H6, please compare the problem situation with the variable P3 Governance 

modes. We assume the following relationship concerning institutional fit:  

- Assurance game → institutional fit if dominant governance mode of coordination instruments is based on 

network governance 

- Battle of sexes → institutional fit if dominant governance mode of coordination instruments is based on net-

work governance 

- Prisoner’s dilemma → institutional fit if addressed by hierarchical or market-/incentive-based governance 

If other types of governance modes than mentioned above address the respective problem situation, we assume 

that institutions for coordination are ineffective. 

 P6.3 De facto autonomy (non-priority) 
We determine the de facto autonomy of actors (P6.3), taking into account how the distribution of normative, sym-

bolic and material resources might influence how de jure autonomy (G6.1) plays out in practice. The definitions of 

the different kinds of resources are detailed in G6. 

Data source: Expert interviews, Input from G6.1 

Kind of analysis: Qualitative measurement  

The starting point for the analysis are the findings for variable G6.1 de jure autonomy of actors. Furthermore, the 

analysis needs to be conducted in close coordination with G5 (fit formal and informal institutions), as informal insti-

tutions need to be evaluated from the perspective of different actors involved in them. Furthermore, aspects with 

regards to financial resources will be covered as well for variable G9 Implementation capacity, which is why inter-

views need to be coordinated.  

1. Based on the analysis of de jure autonomy of actors (variable G6.1), assess the de facto autonomy of actors for 

the relevant governance functions within expert interviews. Use the mapping, if one was prepared. 

Questions:  

i. Are the responsibilities of actors as presented/depicted in the map correct? 

ii. Thinking about evaluated governance functions [theme of the maps], can actors decide au-

tonomously about the actions to be taken when dealing with problems?   

iii. Do the actors have the financial resources to realize their planned course of action without 

involving others?   

iv. Do the actors have access to the necessary data? (availability, understandability)   

v. Can actors other than the responsible ones influence the decision making with regards to the 

governance task? If yes, who are these actors? 

Probe: How does the influence taking looks like? (e.g. negative consequences) 

(Wrong, 1980): 

• Unintended steering 

• Intended steering 

o Violence 
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▪ Physical 

▪ Psychological 

o Manipulation 

o Persuasion 

o Authority 

▪ Coercion 

▪ Incentives 

▪ Legitimacy 

▪ Competence 

▪ Personal influence 

 

2. Please assign the scoring scheme (high, rather high, rather low, low; explanation see below) for the different 

actors that are relevant in the specific case study, and for the respective governance functions. Exclude in the 

scoring those governance functions in which the actor is not involved.  

Table 43: Freedom of actors – de facto autonomy 

Actors  Rule-mak-

ing  

Knowledge 

generation  

Conflict- 

resolution  

Coordina-

tion  

Enforce-

ment of 

rules  

Planning  Application 

of measures  

Overall 

score of de 

facto auton-

omy  

Actor 1  Low  Rather high  …         

Actor 2  High  …           

…               

               

 

 Criteria to assign scores for each governance function:  

• High (4): Actor has full legal rights and, if applicable, access to resources to make independent decisions con-

cerning the respective governance function in which it is formally involved. Informal networks have no impact 

on the actor’s autonomy. 

• Rather high (3): Actor has considerable legal rights and, if applicable, access to resources to make decisions 

concerning the respective governance functions in which it is formally involved. Actor formally needs to con-

sult other actors. Through the existence of informal networks, actor has to consult with more and/or other 

actors than formally fixed. Their feedback does not have to be included.  

• Rather low (2): Actor has some legal rights and, if applicable, restricted access to resources to make decisions 

concerning the respective governance function in which it is formally involved. Actor formally needs to consult 

other actors and has to include their feedback. Through the existence of informal networks, actor has to in-

clude feedback of more or other actors than formally fixed. 

• Low (1): Actor has neither rights nor resources to make decisions concerning the respective governance func-

tion in which it is formally involved. The lack of autonomy can also be based on the existence of informal 

networks. 
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Overall score of de facto autonomy: Please calculate for each actor the average of the scores for all governance func-

tions in which it is formally involved. Assume the numerical code for the calculation (see above). In case the result is 

not in whole numbers, you need to round the value to arrive at an overall score: round up if the value is closer to the 

higher whole number, round down if it is closer to the lower number or exactly in the middle [e.g., 2.7 => 3 (rather 

high), 2.5 => 2 (rather low), 2.3 => 2 (rather low)]. Lastly, build the overall average score across all actors. 

3. Optional: Based on the interview questions, please prepare a map for relevant governance functions (i.e. sev-

eral actors in charge of governance functions, where the case study teams deem the mapping necessary to un-

derstand actor relations) and add to the analysis prepared for G6.1. To indicate de facto as well as de jure au-

tonomy, differing relationships should be portrayed in a different colour. The following types of relationship can 

be indicated: 

No line means no relation of actors, implying that they do not impact each other’s autonomy 

at all 

A can direct the actions of B. B in this scenario is not autonomous at all, while A is still auton-

omous vis-à-vis B 

 A has to consult B but does not have to take B’s position into account. A is thus largely auton-

omous 

 A has to consult B and incorporate B’s feedback. A is thus only somewhat autonomous 

Add information on the quality of the relationship in this step: 

Cross through the line to indicate that while this autonomy is supposed to exist according to 

formal relationships, that is not the case in practice 

Use dotted lines instead of full ones if the limitations to an actor’s autonomy are based in 

informal structures 

Use dual lines to indicate that while a relationship exist within which B’s autonomy is con-

strained by A, their interests converge to a large degree so that if A limits B’s autonomy, B is 

still likely to realize its interests under A’s leadership 

Mark the relationship with an additional crossed line to indicate that A’s and B’s interests 

diverge or that conflict exists between the actors so that if B’s autonomy is constrained by A, 

those constraints likely impact B’s ability to realize their interests 

3.6 P9 Knowledge management – integration (non-priority) 
Table 44: Scoring scheme for knowledge management - integration 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High Different kinds of knowledge (local/experiential and expert/scientific) are used and integrated in partici-
patory settings. Different actors are involved in the knowledge generation and integration process.  

Rather high Both expert/experiential and local knowledge are taken into consideration.  

Rather low Decision making is based on technocratic (expert) knowledge. Access to knowledge is exclusive – no 
sharing of information across sectors or different governmental authorities.  

Low Decision making is not based on relevant knowledge of the water system. Knowledge/information is not 
available and if available not used.  

 

This would imply to give considerable attention to generation, integration and use of knowledge in the analyses. In 

the MTF, knowledge is included as input or output of ASs. One may also identify ASs that can be classified to be of 
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the generic type “knowledge generation” – e.g. scientific projects, pilot studies, experiments in adaptive manage-

ment, monitoring programmes. The case study teams should also study whether knowledge (both from ASs and ex-

ternal sources) of different kinds (local/experiential, expert/scientific) and from different sectors was taken into ac-

count as input to ASs. For the instances of knowledge that are outputs of ASs, the case study teams should investi-

gate whether the creation of the knowledge was participatory and what role the generated knowledge played for 

the rest of the studied process.  
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4 PERFORMANCE  

Variable  Definition Kind of analysis Data Source 

O1 Results 

coordina-

tion & coop-

eration 

Coordination means that different stakeholders 

develop strategies, plans etc. separately, but take 

into account (inform and/or consider) the work 

and interests of other relevant stakeholders. Coop-

eration means the joint elaboration of strategies, 

plans etc. and even joint action. Consequently, it 

can be considered an intensified case of coordina-

tion. 

  

O2 Presence 

and severity 

of conflicts 

“Situation in which the status quo allocation and 

use of the resource is contested” (Dombrowsky 

2007: 27) and where interdependent parties act in 

opposition to each other. 

Qualitative analysis: focus on 

interaction and communica-

tion between stakeholders in 

conflicts 

➔ Entwined with analy-

sis of P6.2 Structure 

of decision situation, 

G6.2 power asymme-

tries 

Expert interviews 

O3 - Learn-

ing. Single, 

double, tri-

ple 

 “Learning is assumed to be an exploratory, step-

wise search process where actors experiment with 

innovation until they meet constraints and new 

boundaries. Learning may thus have different lev-

els of intensity and scope [… :] Single-loop learning 

refers to an incremental improvement of action 

strategies without questioning the underlying as-

sumptions. Double-loop learning refers to a revisit-

ing of assumptions (e.g. about cause–effect rela-

tionships) within a value-normative frame- work. In 

triple-loop learning one starts to reconsider under-

lying values and beliefs, world views, if assump-

tions within a world view do not hold anymore.” 

(Pahl-Wostl, 2009, pp. 358–9) 

Expert interviews about the 

actions taken to an hazardous 

situation with regards to wa-

ter governance and manage-

ment, supported by docu-

ment analysis of policy docu-

ments  

Expert interviews, 

policy documents 

(legal and plan-

ning documents) 

➔ Analysis 

of G4.2f 

temporal 

incoher-

ence is 

input to 

analysis 

I1 (all) – Wa-

ter security 

"Water security means having sufficient water, in 

quantity and quality, for the needs of humans 

(health, livelihoods and productive economic activ-

ities) and ecosystems, matched by the capacity to 

access and use it, resolve trade-offs, and manage 

water-related risks, including flood, drought and 

pollution”(Nathaniel Mason and Calow, 2012, p. 

18). 

 Literature analy-

sis, expert/stake-

holder interviews 
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4.1 O1 Results (effectiveness) of coordination and cooperation (priority) 
Approach for measurement:  

The structural variables G2.1 and G2.2 capture the availability of instruments for horizontal and vertical coordina-

tion. The process variables P2.1 and P2.2 capture the implementation of such instruments and the existence of fur-

ther mechanisms that could support horizontal and vertical coordination and cooperation. Variable O1 should assess 

to which extent such coordination processes have indeed led to dealing with vertical and horizontal coordination 

challenges.  

It is suggested to conduct expert interviews and ask the following questions:  

- Where do you see major challenges for coordination across different governance levels?  

- Have there been instances of coordination across governance levels to address these challenges? If yes, did they 

lead to improvements? If not, then please provide your assessment why this was the case? 

- Where do you see major challenges for coordination across different sectors and/or authorities?  

- Have there been instances of coordination across sectoral boundaries to address these challenges? If yes, did they 

lead to improvements? If not, why not? 

In case of the existence of specific instruments (identified for G2 and P2): 

- Do you consider that coordination instrument XY has been implemented effectively? Please provide reasons for 

your assessment.  

The following scoring scheme is suggested:  

- High: Coordination has regularly led to changes in sectoral plans and strategies with the goal to address the case 

study challenge. These plans and strategies are implemented in practice. There also exist several instances of 

cross-sectoral cooperation, where strategies and plans are developed and implemented jointly. 

- Rather high: Coordination has regularly led to changes in sectoral plans and strategies with the goal to address the 

case study challenge. These plans and strategies are implemented in practice. Cross-sectoral cooperation is rare.  

- Rather low: Coordination has occasionally led to changes in sectoral plans and strategies with the goal to address 

the case study challenge. However, significant parts of sectoral strategies and plans are still not compatible. Cross-

sectoral cooperation is (almost) absent.  

- Low: Coordination has led to few or no changes in sectoral plans and strategies with regard to the case study 

challenge. Large parts of sectoral strategies and plans are still not compatible. 

4.2 O2 Severity of conflicts (priority)  
Approach for measurement:  

The variable is closely linked to the variable P6.2 “Structure of decision situation (actors, options, pay-offs)”, which 

analyses the type of the coordination situation from a game theoretic perspective. More specifically, P6.2 investi-

gates the nature of the conflict, the interests and perceptions of stakeholders, and distributional aspects (who bene-

fits, who loses). The variable therefore distinguishes between different types of conflicts (coordination game without 

distributional conflict, coordination game with distributional conflict or dilemma game). In contrast, O2 analyses the 

intensity of the conflict and relationships between stakeholders. Interviews should be coordinated with the analysis 

of G6.2 power asymmetries, as this variable also addresses relationships between actors. 

It is suggested to conduct expert interviews and ask the following questions:  

- How do stakeholders interact and communicate with each other (i.e., open and respectful discussions, mutual 

accusations, polarized debates, etc.)?  

- What is at stake in the conflict? Who is affected most? 
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The following scoring scheme is suggested:  

Table 45: Scoring scheme for severity of conflicts 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High The allocation and use of water resources are contested. The degree of the conflict ranges from severe 

confrontations between stakeholders to the use of violence. 

Rather high The allocation and use of water resources are contested. The situation is characterized by polarization 

and considerable tensions between stakeholders. 

Rather low Stakeholders have conflicting interests on the use and allocation of resources. Stakeholders debate with 

each other, but it does not negatively affect their relationship. 

Low Either no conflict of interests between different stakeholders exist, the use and the allocation of water 

resources are not contested. Or, conflicts have been solved and the involved conflict parties agree on the 

solution. 

 

4.3 O3 - Learning. Single, double, triple (priority) 
Definition 

Single-loop learning refers to a refinement of actions to improve performance without changing guiding assump-

tions and calling into question established routines. Incremental changes in established practice and action aim at 

improving the achievement of goals. This phase might also include a first improvement of the capacity to make and 

implement collective decisions.  

Double-loop learning refers to a change in the frame of reference and the calling into question of guiding assump-

tions. Reframing implies a reflection on goals and problem framing (priorities, include new aspects, change bounda-

ries of system analysis) and assumptions how goals can be achieved. Social learning processes are essential. Actors 

explore the full space of reframing within structural constraints. This might lead to changes in the actor network 

characterizing the resource governance regime. Improvement is achieved by experimenting with innovative ap-

proaches and new kinds of measures. 

Triple-loop learning refers to a transformation of the structural context and factors that determine the frame of ref-

erence. This kind of societal learning refers to transitions of the whole regime (e.g., change in regulatory frame-

works, practices in risk management, dominant value structure). Transforming requires recognition that paradigms 

and structural constraints impede an effective reframing of resource governance and management practices. Learn-

ing processes involve actors that go far beyond the established resource governance regime. Transformation implies 

a change in paradigm and in the end also in underlying norms and values. The structural change will lead to a transi-

tion of actor networks where new actor groups come into play, boundaries and power structures are changed, new 

regulatory frameworks are introduced. (Pahl-Wostl, 2009) 

Kind of analysis 

The analysis should be entwined with the assessment of temporal policy incoherence (G4.2f) that assesses different 

versions of key policies over time with regards to their goals, instruments and scope. The analysis of G4.2f can assist 

the choice for the situation that will be regarded in this assessment.  

1. Focus on a particular situation with regards to the case study focus that poses an environmental hazard to 

the status quo of water resource governance and management in the younger history (approx. up to 15 

years ago): Expert interviews to identify a hazard situation (examples for hazard situations: climate change, 

flood events, droughts, El Niño, depletion of denitrification potential of groundwater bodies, depletion of 

groundwater) 
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Questions: 

I. Do you remember a situation in the last two decades that posed a threat to the status quo of water 

governance and management in the region? Remark: The situation should be harmful enough that 

long-term action is needed in order to sustainably react on the event. 

II. What types of actions were taken in response to the event? (Collection of actions taken) 

Action with regards to governance (laws, law amendments) 

Action with regards to planning (plans, communication) 

Action with regards to physical measures (infrastructure, demand management etc.) 

Analysis of the handling of the hazard situation via expert-based assessment or (additionally) via literature review: 

Expert based assessment 

Evaluation of collected actions that were taken in response to the event according to Table 46. 

Statements in part I of Table 46 help to make an evaluation which type of learning occurred. Statements in part II of 

the table need to be understood as aspects that are additionally occurring. Here, aspects that are present in double 

loop learning will also be present in triple loop learning. Hence, the rating may not be evaluated quantitatively. 

Literature review (in addition to the interviews, where gaps remain) 

Evaluation of collected actions that were taken in response to the event according to Table 46:  

a. Content analysis of law (amendments) that were adopted as a reaction to the hazard situation 

b. Content analysis of planning documents, communications that take reference to the particular envi-

ronmental hazard  

c. Evaluation of physical measures 

Statements in part I of Table 46 help to make an evaluation which type of learning occurred. Statements in part II of 

the table need to be understood as aspects that are additionally occurring. Here, aspects that are present in double 

loop learning will also be present in triple loop learning. Hence, the rating may not be evaluated quantitatively. 
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Table 46: Expert Evaluation of learning types with regards to action that has been taken in order to deal with a particular hazardous event 

(based on (Brugnach et al., 2008; Folke et al., 2005; Geels et al., 2004; Hargrove, 2000; Huntjens et al., 2011, 2007; Pahl-Wostl et al., 2006) 

Indicator Type of learning Action a Action 

… 

Part I  One possible selec-

tion per question 

Regarding the particular action taken, how does it relate to goals, strat-

egies, values or norms that were in place before the event? 

   

i) Action is based on pre-event established goals, values, frame-

works, strategies 

Single loop learning i)   

ii) Action shows a significant change to pre-event established goals, 

values, frameworks, strategies 

Double loop learning ii)   

iii) Action shows a change in norms Triple loop learning iii)   

Generally, regarding political goals, legal rules or plans, have those kept 

stable or have changes been made? 

   

i) Pre-event goals, values, plans and rules remain similar, are at 

most slightly adapted 

Single loop learning i)   

ii) Changes have been made to the legal structure, changes repre-

sent new knowledge and a different causal understanding 

Double loop learning ii)   

iii) Major changes have been made to the legal framework Triple loop learning iii)   

Regarding the action, which types of knowledge were seemingly inte-

grated in the development? 

   

i) Action is based on pre-event knowledge and understandings Single loop learning i)   

ii) Action represents new knowledge (information and understand-

ings) 

Double loop learning ii)   

iii) Action resembles entirely new approach (management measures, 

physical intervention) 

Triple loop learning iii)   

Part II 

Which statements below would you agree on, when regarding the action in focus? 

Several choices possi-

ble 

i) Action acknowledges uncertainties and establishes ways of deal-

ing with uncertainties 

Double loop learning i)   

ii) Changes have been made to the organisational structure of the 

action taking organisation, changes represent new knowledge 

and a different causal understanding 

Double loop learning ii)   

iii) Personnel changed in the action taking organisation Double loop learning iii)   

iv) Previously excluded stakeholders are included/empowered Double loop learning iv)   

v) Stakeholders/general public are interested in the topic (reaction 

to the event) and identify with the actions taken 

Double loop learning v)   

vi) Action shows that the general policy discourse has changed Triple loop learning vi)   
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Table 47: Scoring for the evaluation of learning types 

Score  Criteria to assign score 

High The actions in response to a hazardous situation show in the majority characteristics of triple loop learning. 

Rather 

high 

The actions in response to a hazardous situation present a strong emphasis on characteristics of double loop 

learning. Actions show some characteristics of triple loop learning.  

Rather 

low 

The actions in response to a hazardous situation present a strong emphasis on characteristics of double loop 

learning. Actions show only few characteristics of triple loop learning. No or few actions showed that the 

general policy discourse has changed. 

Low The actions in response to a hazardous situation present characteristics of single loop learning. Actions show 

only few characteristics of double loop learning 

 

Data Source 

• Expert interviews  

• In depth approach where expert opinion insufficient: texts of laws or law amendments, regulations, ordi-

nances, plans, communications  

4.4 I1 - Water Security Indicators (priority) 
Based on questionnaire developed by Christian Knieper for assessing water security in river basins.  

This questionnaire serves to give a general overview of water security in the [national] part of the [basin] basin. The 

spatial focus includes the main river and its whole network of tributaries and streams of different orders. For each 

water security aspect, there are two lists with pre-defined answer options (scores): (1) One list for the situation in 

2007, and (2) another list for the development in the following ten years. Score “A” is the most favourable answer 

option with respect to water security, whereas scores “B”, “C”, “D”, and “E” gradually reflect worse conditions. 

Terms in the column “Development 2007-2017” are defined as follows: 

• “improved”: a change towards a more favourable situation; 

• “declined”: a change towards a less favourable situation; 

• “clearly (improved/declined)”: the situation in 2017 is best described by another score than the one chosen for 

2007; OR a change has occurred within the frame of the score for 2007 that is large enough to be easily observable 

on site; 

• “slightly (improved/declined)”: a small change within the frame of the score chosen for 2007; 

• “hardly changed”: no noteworthy improvement or decline can be observed between both years. 

Please select for each water security aspect the score that best describes (1) the situation in 2007 and (2) the devel-

opment in the following ten years, along with a brief explanation (ca. 2-3 sentences) of the assessment you made. You 

may skip an aspect if you feel unable to assess it. 

The reference year 2017 and the period 2007-2017 can be adapted according to the data situation (e.g., reporting 

periods in water management plans). Nevertheless, the new year and period should not deviate too much in order to 

ensure comparability across case studies. 

 

Data source 

• Start with literature analysis: Water management plans (e.g., related to the Water Framework Directive), 

research articles, statistical reports 

• Do expert/stakeholder interviews where data is not available from literature 
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Water se-

curity as-

pect (no.) 

Situation in 2007 

Please mark the score with a cross (☒) that best describes the situation in 2007. 

Comment on the 

situation in 2007 

Please explain why you 

have chosen the score (brief 

description of the situation in 

2007). 

Development 2007-

2017 

Please mark the score with a 

cross (☒) that best describes 

the development 2007-2017. 

Comment on 

the develop-

ment 2007-

2017 

Please explain why 

you have chosen the 

score (brief descrip-

tion of the develop-

ment 2007-2017). 

Household Water Security (1.) 

Does the whole population (including poor and vulnerable groups) have reliable and affordable access to sufficient water, in quantity and quality, to 

satisfy their needs related to … 

… health 

(1.1)? 

(e.g. drinking wa-

ter, sanitation, hy-

giene etc.) 

Reliable and affordable access to sufficient water, in quantity and quality, to satisfy health 

needs is ensured for … 

☐… A: the whole population (100%). 

☐… B: almost the whole population (>95%). A few exceptions exist, especially among 

poor and vulnerable people. 

☐… C: most of the population (>80%). Lack of access is significant among poor and vul-

nerable people. 

☐… D: a part of the population (≤80%). A large proportion of the population (20% or 

more) lacks reliable and affordable access to water to satisfy health needs. 

 From 2007 to 2017, the situation 

has … 

☐… A: clearly improved. 

☐… B: slightly improved. 

☐… C: hardly changed. 

☐… D: slightly declined. 

☐… E: clearly declined. 

For an explanation, see above. 

 

Economic Water Security (2.) 

Is the provision of water, in quantity and quality, sufficient and reliable enough to allow an adequate* level of economic activities related to … 

*“Adequate” acknowledges that alternative activities (e.g. food import, other ways of energy generation) can complement the provision of goods and services. 
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Water se-

curity as-

pect (no.) 

Situation in 2007 

Please mark the score with a cross (☒) that best describes the situation in 2007. 

Comment on the 

situation in 2007 

Please explain why you 

have chosen the score (brief 

description of the situation in 

2007). 

Development 2007-

2017 

Please mark the score with a 

cross (☒) that best describes 

the development 2007-2017. 

Comment on 

the develop-

ment 2007-

2017 

Please explain why 

you have chosen the 

score (brief descrip-

tion of the develop-

ment 2007-2017). 

… agriculture 

(2.1)? 

☐  A: The provision of water is sufficient and reliable enough to ensure the current level 

of agricultural activities without compromising future prospects of agriculture through 

water over-exploitation. Harvest losses, e.g. due to less rainfall, keep within reasonable 

limits and do not threaten financial survival of farms or food supply to the population. 

☐  B: The provision of water to agriculture is most times sufficient and reliable and does 

not compromise future prospects of agriculture through water over-exploitation. Some 

farmers may get into financial troubles due to harvest losses caused by lack of water. 

Such harvest losses can easily be compensated through food imports to ensure food 

supply to the population. 

☐  C: The provision of water to agriculture is occasionally at risk, making some farmers 

give up their farms. Unsustainable practices, such as groundwater over-abstraction, 

may be applied to obtain water for agriculture. Food supply to the population is not at 

risk, but additional food imports may cause significant costs. 

☐  D: The provision of water to agriculture is frequently at risk. Harvest losses may be 

widespread and make many farmers give up their farms. Unsustainable practices are 

common to obtain water for agriculture. Food supply to the population may be at risk 

from time to time. 

 From 2007 to 2017, the situation 

has … 

☐… A: clearly improved. 

☐… B: slightly improved. 

☐… C: hardly changed. 

☐… D: slightly declined. 

☐… E: clearly declined. 

For an explanation, see above. 

 

… energy 

generation 

(2.2)? 

☐  A: Energy generation is never restrained due to water provision problems (e.g. related 

to cooling water or hydropower).  

☐  B: Energy generation is rarely restrained due to water provision problems. In such 

cases, other sources easily allow compensating energy losses. 

☐  C: Energy generation is occasionally restrained due to water provision problems. 

Other energy sources allow compensating energy losses due to water problems, but 

require significant efforts or costs. 

☐  D: Energy generation is frequently restrained due to water provision problems. Other 

energy sources may not always fully compensate energy losses due to water prob-

lems, leading to electricity blackouts. 

 From 2007 to 2017, the situation 

has … 

☐… A: clearly improved. 

☐… B: slightly improved. 

☐… C: hardly changed. 

☐… D: slightly declined. 

☐… E: clearly declined. 

For an explanation, see above. 
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Water se-

curity as-

pect (no.) 

Situation in 2007 

Please mark the score with a cross (☒) that best describes the situation in 2007. 

Comment on the 

situation in 2007 

Please explain why you 

have chosen the score (brief 

description of the situation in 

2007). 

Development 2007-

2017 

Please mark the score with a 

cross (☒) that best describes 

the development 2007-2017. 

Comment on 

the develop-

ment 2007-

2017 

Please explain why 

you have chosen the 

score (brief descrip-

tion of the develop-

ment 2007-2017). 

… economy 

(without agri-

culture and 

energy gen-

eration) 

(2.3)? 

☐  A: Economic activities are never restrained due to water provision problems. 

☐  B: Economic activities are rarely restrained due to water provision problems. Financial 

losses are minor.  

☐  C: Economic activities are occasionally restrained due to water provision problems, 

leading to significant losses for some companies.   

☐  D: Economic activities are frequently restrained due to water provision problems, 

leading to companies giving up business or affecting the economy as a whole. 

 From 2007 to 2017, the situation 

has … 

☐… A: clearly improved. 

☐… B: slightly improved. 

☐… C: hardly changed. 

☐… D: slightly declined. 

☐… E: clearly declined. 

For an explanation, see above. 

 

Environmental Water Security (3.) 
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Water se-

curity as-

pect (no.) 

Situation in 2007 

Please mark the score with a cross (☒) that best describes the situation in 2007. 

Comment on the 

situation in 2007 

Please explain why you 

have chosen the score (brief 

description of the situation in 

2007). 

Development 2007-

2017 

Please mark the score with a 

cross (☒) that best describes 

the development 2007-2017. 

Comment on 

the develop-

ment 2007-

2017 

Please explain why 

you have chosen the 

score (brief descrip-

tion of the develop-

ment 2007-2017). 

Is sufficient 

water, in 

quantity and 

quality as 

well as tem-

poral distri-

bution, avail-

able to the 

environment 

to sustain 

aquatic eco-

systems 

(3.1)? 

This question re-

fers only to water-

related conditions 

faced by ecosys-

tems. It does not 

address further 

factors that may 

also affect eco-

systems (e.g., 

land use). 

☐  A: Quantity, quality, and temporal distribution of water allocated to aquatic ecosystems 

are sufficient for their preservation in the whole case study area.   

☐  B: At some places, water is not sufficient for the preservation of aquatic ecosystems. 

Effects are limited locally. 

☐  C: At many places, water is not sufficient for the preservation of aquatic ecosystems. 

This has moderate effects on places further downstream. 

☐  D: In (almost) the whole case study area, water is not sufficient for the preservation 

of aquatic ecosystems. This is associated with significant negative impacts on ecosys-

tems in large parts of the case study area. 

 From 2007 to 2017, the situation 

has … 

☐… A: clearly improved. 

☐… B: slightly improved. 

☐… C: hardly changed. 

☐… D: slightly declined. 

☐… E: clearly declined. 

 

For an explanation, see above. 
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Scoring for overall water security (I1) and as well as economic, social, and environmental water security (I1.1, I1.2, 

and I1.3) 

Water security is a complex composite measure, which covers various aspects. Besides an overall score for water 

security, it makes sense to distinguish between social, economic, and environmental water security. This distinction 

allows nuanced analyses. 

In STEER, water security serves to assess the performance of water management. In this respect, the development of 

water security is a more meaningful measure than its absolute level. The performance of water management is low 

when water security is declining, even if the level of water security has not reached a low level (yet). On the other 

hand, an improvement of water security can be regarded as a success of water management, even though further 

progress needs to be made to achieve a satisfying level. 

The assessment of the development of water security (overall water security as well as social, economic, and envi-

ronmental security) depends on the level of water security in the earlier reference year. The same kind of develop-

ment, as recorded in the questionnaire, can be assessed differently depending on the initial situation. For example, if 

water security has been high in 2007 and has hardly changed till 2017, this can be regarded as a good development. 

However, if water security has been low, an improvement would be urgently needed and missing change would be 

bad. 

In a first step, the “raw” scores for the development from 2007 to 2017, as noted in the questionnaire, need to be 

translated to scores that consider the initial situation in 2007. This needs to be done for all sub-indicators by means 

of Table 48. 

Table 48: Translation of scores for the development of water security 2007-2017 to scores that consider the initial situation in 2017. 

Situation in 2007 
(as recorded in questionnaire) 

Development 2007-2017 
(as recorded in questionnaire) 

Translated score: Develop-
ment of water security 

A / high A / clearly improved A / good 

B / improved A / good 

C / hardly changed A / good 

D / declined C / rather bad 

E / clearly declined D / bad 

B / rather high A / clearly improved A / good 

B / improved B / rather good 

C / hardly changed C / rather bad 

D / declined C / rather bad 

E / clearly declined D / bad 

C / rather low A / clearly improved A / good 

B / improved B / rather good 

C / hardly changed C / rather bad 

D / declined D / bad 

E / clearly declined D / bad 

D / low A / clearly improved A / good 

B / improved B / rather good 

C / hardly changed D / bad 

D / declined D / bad 

E / clearly declined D / bad 

 

Scores for the development of social, economic, environmental, and overall water security are derived from the 

translated scores as described below. 

Where the average mean needs to be calculated, the translated qualitative scores first need to be replaced by num-

bers (A/high 4, B/rather high 3, C/rather low 2, D/low 1). Afterwards, the resulting average mean value AM is classi-

fied to a qualitative score in the following way: 
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• A (high):  AM > 3.5 

• B (rather high):   2.5 < AM ≤ 3.5 

• C (rather low):   1.5 < AM  ≤ 2.5 

• D (low):   AM  ≤ 1.5 

The development of economic water security (variable I1.1) is determined by calculating the average mean value 

AMWS2 of development sub-indicators 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3: 

AMWS-development 2 = (WS-development2.1 + WS-development2.2 + WS-development2.2)/3 

The development of social water security (variable I1.2) is determined through the score for development sub-indica-

tor 1.1 (water for health): 

Development of social water security = WS-development1.1 

The development of environmental water security (variable I1.3) is determined through the score for development 

sub-indicator 3.1 (water for ecosystems): 

Development of environmental water security = WS-development3.1 

The overall development of water security (variable I1) is determined as the average mean of the three development 

sub-measures (for economic water security, take the unclassified value of AMWS-development 2, which may be a decimal, 

e.g. 2.33…). 

Development of overall water security = (WS-development1.1 + AMWS-development 2 + WS-development3.1) 
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5 ECOSYSTEM SERVICES  
Variable Definition Kind of analysis Data Source 

P7 – ES use and impact 
patterns 

Representation of specific ES-uses and their impacts on ES 
(ES-use->ES; ES-use - ES). 

Qualitative Matrix Analysis - 
Visualisation and rudimen-
tary scoring of ES-use im-
pacts 

- Document analysis (scientific literature, policy documents, grey lite-

rature) 

- Expert interviews with practice and local partners of each case study 

(for validation and supplementation) 

G8 - Fit between coor-
dination structures of 
ES-actors and their in-
teraction via ES-uses 

The degree to which coordination and cooperation struc-
tures among different ES-actors match the extent of inter-
actions between ES-actors via Ecosystem Services (social-
ecological scale mismatch (Cumming et al., 2006; Weitz et 
al., 2017). 

Qualitative Matrix Analysis 

SENA (social ecological net-
work analysis) 

- Analysis is based on data from P7 and variable G2 

P8 – Fit between coor-
dination processes of 
ES-actors and their in-
teraction via ES-uses 

The degree to which coordination and cooperation pro-
cesses among different ES-actors match the extent of inter-
actions between ES-actors via Ecosystem Services (social-
ecological scale mismatch(Cumming et al., 2006; Weitz et 

al., 2017). 

Qualitative Matrix Analysis 

SENA (social ecological net-
work analysis) 

- Analysis is based on data from P7 

- Action Situations with the governance function of “coordination” are 

basis for the information for coordination processes 

I2 - ES-use impacts Impacts resulting from ES-uses on ES and on other ES-uses.   

I2.1: Degree of ex-
ploitation of ES 

The degree to which ES-uses are exploiting a certain ES. Rudimentary scoring of ES 
exploitation 

- Data from P7 

- General open accessible statistical data 

- If insufficient/ no data is available, a qualitative evaluation should be 

attempted via literature review and/or expert interview(s) 

I2.2: Trade-offs or 
synergies 

Trade-offs or synergies8 resulting from one ES-use on one 
or several other ES-uses. 

Rudimentary scoring of de-
gree of trade-off and syn-
ergy 

- Data from P7 

- Document analysis of policy documents or scientific documents from 

the case study region and/or a comparable region 

 
8 “A trade-off is ‘a situation where the use of one ES directly decreases the benefits supplied by another. A change of ES use could be triggered by the demand and/or the supply side. A trade-off could take place in 

the same place or in a different area, […] [and] between the present and future use of the same ES” (Turkelboom et al. 2016: 2); „A synergy is ‘a situation where the use of one ES directly increases the benefits 
supplied by another service’ (e.g. impact of the protection of coral reef area on fish abundance, which increases algal grazing and thus protects the coral, which eventually enhances recreation opportunities)” (Turkel-
boom et al. 2016: 2) 
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5.1 Definitions and remarks on the concept of Ecosystem Services  
 

Focus of the analysis 

We focus on Ecosystem Services (->ES) and coordination processes (->coordination processes) among different ES that 

are central to the case study focus. ES that exist in the case study area, but which are not within the main case study 

focus, are not considered. 

Ecosystem Services (ES) 

Ecosystem services are the “contribution that ecosystems make to human well-being, defined in terms of ‘what eco-

systems do’” (Haines-Young and Potschin, 2018b). Those ecological functions of the ecological system, from which the 

social system has benefits turn into ES (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: The ecosystem service cascade(Groot et al., 2010; Potschin and Haines-Young, 2011) 

ES-actor 

ES-actors are actors (individual or collective), whose objective it is to manage the provision of one or several ES (-> 

ES-use).  

ES-use 

ES-use refers to a specific use of a bundle of Ecosystem Services. ES-use is composed of two main elements: ES-input 

and ES-output. ES-input refers to the sum of all ES currently consumed or used by a particular ES-use in order to be 

able to carry out a specific ES-use. ES-output refers to a particular set of ES that is positively or negatively impacted 

through a specific ES-use (-> ES-use impacts). ES-use is restricted to a particular area over a given time period. 

Drinking water provision or livestock keeping are examples for ES-uses. Both need a specific set of ES in order to pro-

vide water or in order to provide i.e. meat. For example, water provision needs “water regulating” ES or livestock 

keeping needs “water for drinking” for the livestock in order to carry out the ES-use. Both uses have also ES-outputs. 

For example, “groundwater for drinking” or “animals reared for nutritional purposes” (i.e. meat or milk) which are 

impacted positively, or water used as a material (i.e. irrigation) which is impacted negatively (irrigation and drinking 

water are in competition) 

ES-use impacts 

ES-use impacts are defined as significant direct effects resulting from ES-uses on ES. ES-use impacts correspond to 

the ES-output of a specific ES-use. Impacts can arise from biophysical connection or from social compatibilities or 

incompatibilities between ES-use and ES (adapted from Raudsepp-Hearne and Peterson, 2016): I.e. the production 
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of crops may lead to the accumulation of nitrate in the groundwater body and finally to the loss of water quality (bi-

ophysical connection; effect of regulatory ES), whereas the intensive livestock production with its odour pollution 

can make tourism impossible (social incompatibilities; effect on cultural ES). ES-use impacts can either be positive 

(positive impacts on ES), negative (exclusion, competition or negative impacts on ES), not influencing (interaction, 

but no significant impact from ES-use to ES), or there can be no interaction (no direct impact from ES-use to ES). 

Coordination processes: Formal mechanisms enshrined in laws and regulations for vertical (across governance levels) 

and horizontal (cross-sectoral, transboundary at the same governance level) coordination. Coordination means that 

different stakeholders develop strategies, plans etc. separately, but take into account (inform and/or consider) the 

work and interests of other relevant stakeholders. Cooperation comprises the joint elaboration of strategies, plans 

etc. and even joint action. Consequently, it can be considered an intensified case of coordination and is therefore 

included in the definition of coordination (cf. glossary). 
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Table 49: This table gives an overview and examples for the different terms which are introduced in this section 

ES-use ES-actor Coordination pro-

cesses 

 ES-output ES-input   

ES-use: Conven-

tional cropping 

- Cultivated plants grown as a source of energy (maize) 

- Animals reared to provide energy (dung) 

- Fibres and other materials from reared animals for direct 

use or processing (dung as fertilizer as export to remote ar-

eas to mitigate the local surplus) 

- Regulation of the chemical condition of freshwaters by liv-

ing processes (increased nitrate leaching) 

- Regulation of soil quality 

- Control of erosion rates (more erosion due to less diverse 

landscape structures and intensive agriculture practices) 

- Regulation of soil quality 

- Control of erosion rates 

Landvolk 

Landwirtschaftskammer 

Düngebehörde 

NLWKN 

Fachverband Biogas e.V. 

Runder Tisch 

Strategies, Plans 

ES-use: Drinking 

water supply 

from groundwa-

ter 

- Groundwater for drinking 

- Regulation of the chemical condition of freshwaters by liv-

ing processes (through drinking water and groundwater 

protection measures) 

- Regulation of the chemical condition of 

freshwaters by living processes 

ES: Control of erosion rates (more ero-

sion due to less diverse landscape struc-

tures and intensive agriculture practices) 

Water supplier (OOWV) 

NLWKN 

Counties 
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5.2 P7 – ES-use and impact patterns (priority) 

The assessment of this variable consists of several steps: 

(i) Identification of ES, 

(ii) identification of ES-uses, 

(iii) Identification of ES-actors, and 

(iv) Assessment of ES-impacts. 

 

(i), (ii), and (iii) Identification of Ecosystem Services, ES-uses, and actors 

ES, ES-uses, and ES-actors are analysed by a document analysis of scientific literature on land use and Ecosystem Ser-

vices in the case study area. For all three steps information gathered within the stakeholder and problem analysis of 

each case study (co-design workshop, expert interviews) serve as the basis of analysis. Results are validated and sup-

plemented in expert interviews (practice and local partners of each case study). 

To depict the ES which are of relevance for the case study focus, please use the Common International Classification 

for Ecosystem Services (CICES) (Haines-Young and Potschin, 2018b). A variety of different system exists to classify ES, 

such as the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment or Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB).9 The CICES has 

been developed to provide a standard to describe and name ES. CICES describes “final Ecosystem Services” using a 

five-level hierarchical structure, with an increasing degree of detail and specificity (Haines-Young and Potschin, 

2018b). The hierarchical structure makes the CICES classification comparable to other ES classification systems and 

allows to “translate” CICES ES to equivalent ES from other classification systems. The structure can be illustrated by 

the following example of the ES “groundwater for drinking”. 

Section: Provisioning 

Division: Water 

Group: Groundwater used for nutrition, materials or energy 

Class: Groundwater for drinking 

Class type: Amount and source of groundwater for drinking.  

When identifying ES, please consider only those ES that are in the focus of the analysis and have direct influence on 

water quality or quantity. Depending on the data availability and the research question in your case study, please be 

as precise as possible and needed and fill in the following table to describe all relevant ES (a more detailed version is 

in the Excel spread). To guarantee comparability and for practicability of the analysis, it is necessary to describe at 

least the ES categories section, division, and group. Class and class type is described if it is necessary for the focus of 

analysis in the case study. 

For more details on the different categories of ES, please see the appendix of the CICES V5.1 Guidance document. 

Depending on the focus of analysis, the number of selected ES should be approximately ten ES on group level. 

The identification of ES is followed by the delineation of ES-uses (cf. definitions and remarks) that are of relevance 

for the identified ES. Of relevance are those ES-uses that have significant influence on ES that are important for the 

case-study focus. ES that serve as an input (-> ES-input), but also those that serve as an output (-> ES-output) of an 

ES-use, are to be recognised in order to identify relevant ES-uses. Give a description of each ES-use and evidence of 

 
9 The following link provides a simple tool on equivalences with MA and TEEB: http://openness.hugin.com/example/cices (no 
longer supported and therefore not available for the newest version of CICES 5.1) 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/z1g2ph2705jrjsg/Guidance%20V51%2001012018.docx?dl=0
http://openness.hugin.com/example/cices
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its existence in the case study (no quantitative data needed (i.e. amount of crop harvest) since we do not quantify 

the ES). 

An exemplary ES-use for Weser-Ems case study is “Drinking water supply from groundwater”. This use is strongly 

dependent on the “Regulation of physical, chemical, biological water conditions”, hence good water quality (ES-in-

put). It can also be selected because it is not only dependent on an identified ES, but also supplies the ES “Ground-

water for drinking”. Sometimes also the explicit management regime of ES-uses is of interest. It depends on the 

problem situation and the questions posed by each individual case study. For example, in Weser-Ems the ES-use 

“crop cultivation” is differentiated according to whether it is grown conventional or organic. In Mongolia i.e. we 

should distinguish between large- and small-scale mining for the ES class “Mineral substances used for material pur-

poses”. Consequently, there can be several ES-uses that supply the same ES (in the case of Mongolia minerals), but 

have to be distinguished, because of significant different impacts on the same ES. 

In a next step the ES-actors who manage the ES-uses are identified. Please list all ES, ES-uses, and ES-actors in Table 

50.  

This represents the logical sequence of the steps, but does not mean that these steps cannot be changed in the se-

quence or combined. 
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Table 50: This table gives an overview of the data which is collected within the variable P7. The first 5 columns characterize the ES of the case study. The first 
three columns are mandatory to define, the hierarchical level of “Class” and “Class type” is optional (see for more explication the text). The ES in this table are 
only for illustration. The column ES-use(s) lists all ES-uses that use the ES, the column ES-actor(s) lists all actors that manage the ES-use (i.e. ES=groundwater for 
drinking, ES-use: water supply and ES-actor: Local water supplier). In the last column we have to give evidence (via documents, interviews, …) that the ES is of 
importance for the case study focus. 

Section Division Group Class (optional) Class 
type 
(op-
tional) 

ES-
use(s) 

ES-ac-
tor(s) 

Literature evi-
dence for ES 

Provisioning 
services 

Water Ground water used for nutri-
tion, materials or energy 

Ground water for drinking  Water 
supply 

Local wa-
ter sup-
plier 

 

Biomass Cultivated terrestrial plants 
for nutrition, materials or en-
ergy 

Cultivated terrestrial plants (in-
cluding fungi, algae) grown for 
nutritional purposes 

    

Regulating 
services 

Regulation of physical, chemical, biological 
conditions 

Water conditions Regulation of the chemical con-
dition of freshwaters by living 
processes 

    

Cultural ser-
vices 

Direct, in-situ and outdoor interactions 
with living systems that depend on pres-
ence in the environmental setting 

Physical and experiential in-
teractions with natural envi-
ronment 

Characteristics of living systems 
that that enable activities pro-
moting health, recuperation or 
enjoyment through active or 
immersive interactions 

    

Indirect, remote, often indoor interactions 
with living systems that do not require 
presence in the environmental setting 

Spiritual, symbolic and other 
interactions with natural envi-
ronment 

Elements of living systems that 
have symbolic meaning 
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(iv) Assessment of ES-use impacts 

ES-use impacts are analysed by a document analysis of scientific literature on land use and ecosystem services in the 

case study area. Documents can be either policy documents (e.g. decreasing water quality due to mining caused by 

increasing concentrations of …) or research articles from the case study region and/or a comparable region (i.e. influ-

ence of mining, i.e. open pit mining, on the water quality in similar geomorphological conditions). Moreover, the 

identification of ES-use impacts is based on the identified ES, and its related ES-uses in the steps i and ii. The paper 

by Kandziora et al. (Kandziora et al., 2013), in which ES-interactions were evaluated on the basis of a long-term eco-

logical study in Schleswig-Holstein, provides a basis for this. Furthermore, ES-use impacts can be determined based 

on information from the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA, 2005). As ES-use impacts are very case study-spe-

cific (social and natural conditions, or scale) be as case-specific as needed in order to answer the research question. 

If possible interviews with ES-actors that manage a specific ES-use can help to verify and/or complete ES-use impacts 

(separate interview or if the ES-actor will be interviewed anyway). 

Represent impacts in the form of a matrix (Figure 5). The method is based on the research of (Kandziora et al., 2013). 

A matrix representation only considers significant direct impacts, even though between all or most ES and ES-uses 

there can be several indirect relations. Considering all would reduce the information of the matrix drastically, be-

cause in the end, everything would be linked with everything. 

Provide a matrix to illustrate ES-impacts of the different ES-uses. A matrix must be read from the vertical Y-axis to 

the horizontal X-axis. The respective question to ask for impacts from ES-uses to Ecosystem Services is the following: 

What is the impact of ES-use (Y) on the respective quantity/quality of a certain ES in the case-study region? 

The relations are classified into the following groups: 

•  symbolises that the ES-use (Y) has a strong probability for positive impacts on ES (X), 

•  symbolises that the ES-use (Y) has a strong probability for exclusion of or competition to ES (X), or a 

strong probability for negative impacts on ES (regulating, cultural and provisioning ES) 

• no arrow means that the ES-use (Y) has no significant direct interaction to ES (X), 

•  means that the ES-use (Y) does interact with (X) but has no impact on (X). 

In the analysis, we limit ourselves to currently existing impacts within the case study region. Since there is usually no 

or little information on the impacts of the current use, the assessment on the ES-use impacts are usually based on 

past ES-use outputs and predictions of current ES-use. 

 

Figure 5: ES-output matrix representing the impacts of ES-uses on ES (based on Kandziora et al., 2013). 
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For validation and supplementation of information about ES, ES-use, ES-actors, and ES-use impact expert interviews 

with the practice partner (German case study) or one local partner (South Africa, Mongolia, and Spain) of each case 

study are conducted10. 

Interview questions: 

1. Within the case study area, which land uses are most important? 

a. What are water resources used for? 

b. Who are the respective users? 

[Use CICES list for both and translate land uses to related ES, tick appropriate services when mentioned. If 

some services are not mentioned, ask directly, using appropriate examples for the area. Ask for infor-

mation at the "Group" level]  

2. Cross-check your list with the expert. If they are familiar with the ES concept, show them the list directly and 

ask for feedback and whether any other ES that you listed apply. If they are unfamiliar with the concept, ask 

in more general words to cross-check the use patterns you've identified and introduce the other possibilities 

on the list to check whether anything was overlooked. 

3. To your knowledge, how do these ES-uses that we just identified influence other ES? Go over each. 

 

5.3 G8 - Fit coordination (formal) and ES-use (priority) 

The assessment of the degree to which coordination and cooperation structures among different ES-actors match 

the extent of interactions between ES-actors via Ecosystem Services (social-ecological scale mismatch) consists of 

several steps: 

(i) Identification of formal ES-actor coordination structures (done for G2) (see 5.3.1), 

(ii) identification of ES-use impacts (done for P7) (see 5.3.1), and 

(iii) assessment of fit (see 5.3.2). 

This variable only consists of data analysis. No new data has to be gathered. Only step (iii) – match between ES-actor 

interactions via ES and ES-actor coordination structures – is done since the others have already been undertaken by 

analysing other variables. 

 

 Identification of ES, ES-use impacts, and formal coordination structures 
- For the identification of ES, please use the results of Table 50 (characterizing Ecosystem Services in the case 

studies). 

- For the identification of ES-use impacts, please use the results of the matrix (cf. P7). 

- For the identification of coordination structures, please see Variable G2.1 (Coordination formal provisions – 

vertical) and G2.2 (Coordination formal provision – horizontal). You only need to consider the following 

data/columns of the table: Coordination instrument, Actors, and if necessary, qualitative description of the 

instrument. (Remark: The governance modes are not of relevance for this variable). 

 Assessment of fit 
Social-ecological Network Analysis (SENA) 

 
10If partners do not have expertise in every area, interviews with ES-actors that manage a specific ES-use can help to verify 
and/or complete ES-uses (separate interview or if the ES-actor will be interviewed anyway). 
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A SENA combines an ecological network (derived from the ES-output matrix from P7) and a social network (ES-actor 

interactions derived from G 2). A network consists of nodes together with the relationships between the nodes, the 

links. In the social network nodes are defined as ES-actors, in the ecological network nodes are defined as ES. Links in 

the social network exist between two nodes if both are connected through a coordination instrument (G2 for the 

governance structure analysis or P2 for the process analysis). Links in the ecological network exist between two 

nodes if an ES-use does have interrelations to an ES (see ES-output matrix). 

Information of both networks is used to analyse the fit between ES-actor coordination structures and interactions 

between ES-actors via Ecosystem Services. To analyse the fit please undertake the following analysis: 

1. Create a network, where ES-actors who manage the same ES (results from P7; Table 50 second last column) 

are connected to each other. Compare the resulting network with the formal ES-actor interaction network 

derived from G2: 

a. Misfit (left) 

b. Fit (right) 

 

Figure 6: ES-actor interaction through the management of the same ES. Left: Misfit of interaction through the management of the same ES and 
formal ES-actor interaction. Right: Fit of interaction through the management of the same ES and formal ES-actor interaction. 

2. Create a network, by including indirect connections between ES-actors (through the management of two 

different ES that interact11) along with ES-actor interaction through the management of the same ES (results 

from P7). Compare the resulting network with the formal ES-actor interaction network derived from G2: 

a. Misfit (left) 

b. Fit (right) 

 
11 Two ES-Actors are connected through the management of two different ES that interact, if in Figure 10 there is a synergy or 
trade-off between two ES-uses that is managed by both ES-actors. 
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Figure 7: Indirect ES-actor interaction through ES-use impacts. Left: Misfit of indirect ES-actor interaction through ES and formal ES-actor inter-
action. Right: Fit of indirect interaction through ES and formal ES-actor interaction. 

Each analysis, one and two, result in two networks (direct ES-actor interaction network and indirect ES-actor inter-

action network through ES). 

 

Networks are represented in matrices, where rows and column correspond to the node and cell entries contain the 

value of relationship (= link). Since links in direct ES-actor interaction networks represent coordination between two 

ES-actors, and links in indirect ES-actor interaction networks represent connections through ES, existing links are as-

sumed to be mutual. Consequently, there are two possible values for each pair of node (dyad): 

- 0, if there is no link between both nodes, or 

- 1, if there is a link between the nodes. 

For the assessment of fit between both networks we do a dyadic analysis where the value of each dyad is compared 

to the value of the same dyad of the other network. If the values are not equal (the dyad of the one network has the 

value of 1, the other the value of 0) the fit has the value of 0, if the values are equal (1 and 1 or 0 and 0) the fit has 

the value of 1. The average value of fit is the degree of fit. The degree of fit ranges between 0 (no fit) and 1 (total fit). 

 

Suggested scoring scheme: 

- High degree of fit: A value of fit between 0.75 and 1 in the analysis described under point 2 (indirect connec-

tions) and/or a value of 1 in the analysis described under point 1 (direct connections). 

- Rather high degree of fit: A value of fit between 0.5 and 0.75 in the analysis described under point 2 and/or a 

value between 0.75 and 1 in the analysis described under point 1. 

- Rather low degree of fit: A value of fit between 0.25 and 0.5 in the analysis described under point 2 and/or a 

value between 0.5 and 0.75 in the analysis described under point 1 

- Low degree of fit: A value of fit between 0 and 0.25 in the analysis described under point 2 and/or a value 

lower than 0.5 in the analysis described under point 1. 

 

 

5.4 P8 - Fit coordination processes and ES-uses (priority) 
This variable analyses the fit of de facto coordination [Variable P2] and ES-uses [Variable P7]. It builds on the concept 

laid out for variable G8 [Fit coordination (formal) and ES-uses]. In the MTF-Analysis the Action Situations with the 

governance function of “coordination” are basis for the information if formal coordination mechanisms are actually 

used/applied or if there are any other coordination practices that tie different ES-actors together (such as meetings 
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that you organized yourselves, or informal payments). Two ES-actors coordinate among each other, if they are pre-

sent in the same AS, which is depicted by a link between them. 

The analysis for this variable is the same as in G8. 

5.5 I2: ES-use impacts (priority) 

The impact of ES-uses is made up of the degree to which ES are used and the trade-offs or synergies that result from 

it. 

 I2.1 - Degree of exploitation of Ecosystem Services  

For the assessment of this variable, the following steps are needed: 

(i) Identification of (water related) ES that are key for the study focus (based on P7 (i) and (ii)) and that are 

negatively impacted by certain ES uses. 

(ii) Evaluation of degree of exploitation 

The degree of exploitation is not measured for all identified ES. Only the key ES that are most important for the case 

study focus are considered. Obligatory are the direct water-related ES in focus of the case study. For water quantity 

these are the two provisioning ES on group level "Surface water/groundwater used for nutrition, materials or en-

ergy", for water quality it is the regulating ES on group level "water conditions". At least one direct water-related ES 

should be evaluated. 

The degree of exploitation is defined as the ratio between the total amount of ES available and the amount of exploi-

tation of the ES in a certain period within a certain area. To determine the degree of exploitation of ES, the data 

source is general open accessible (in the case of water related ES hydrological) data (e.g. from the river basin man-

agement plan). If insufficient/ no data is available, a qualitative evaluation should be attempted via literature review 

and/or expert interview(s) (ideally three expert interviews should be carried out in this case to allow for triangula-

tion) to get an approximation of the degree of exploitation. If possible, experts interviewed for this variable should 

be scientists who are not involved in water management and do not represent a particular use claim themselves. 

In this analysis, we limit the time period (as was previously the case) to the currently existing degree of exploitation. 

Since there is usually no or little information on the current degree, the assessment is based on past information and 

predictions of the degree of exploitation. As time period, we would suggest the hydrological year (a period of multi-

ple hydrological years or calendar year(s) may be chosen instead, depending on data availability). Ideally, the area 

(spatial unit) of analysis would be the sub-basin/groundwater body, but for most case study areas this may not be 

realistic, due to data limitation. We therefore suggest to use the highest spatial resolution possible, but to at least 

aim for the river-basin level for this analysis. For the water use ES ("Surface water/groundwater used for nutrition, 

materials or energy"), present the water balance (if this data is available) and, if possible, discuss whether this bal-

ance is representative for the general situation in the area you chose (you could also choose to validate the water 

balance in an expert interview). For the “water condition” ES, present e.g. the water quality of the water body or 

multiple waterbodies under consideration with quality data such as BOD, E. coli, N, P, pesticides or mining residues 

and other chemicals (for groundwater this could be the chemical status according to EU WFD). Because of several 

reasons it is not feasible to differentiate between the different ES-uses to measure the degree of exploitation one 

degree is measured for each ES. 

 

If data is gathered within an interview, please use  
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Table 51 in order to evaluate the degree of exploitation of ES. In the first column all ES of interest are inserted. Be-

fore assessing the degree, please provide the interviewee with information about each degree (high, rather high, 

rather low, low) and the differences between them. 

 

Table 51: Evaluation of the degree of exploitation of each ES 

 Degree of exploitation of ES 

ES High 
(used at a rate that se-
verely decreases the 
availability for other us-
ers now and in future) 

Rather high 
(used at a rate that de-
creases the availability 
for other users now and 
in future) 

Rather low 
(used at a rate, which does 
not impact other users now 
and in future) 

Low 
(used at a rate that has no im-
pact on the availability for 
other users now and in fu-
ture) 

ES 1     

ES 2     

ES n     

Suggested scoring scheme to determine the degree of exploitation. Either to be filled out based on literature analysis 

or based on the results of the expert interview: 

- High: The ecosystem service is used at a rate that severely decreases the availability for other users now and 

in future. (i.e. very negative water balance, or strong pollution beyond natural cleaning capacity; if data 

available: international standards (EU-WFD, …) are exceeded significantly the threshold) 

- Rather high: The ecosystem service is used at a rate that decreases the availability for other users now and in 

future. (i.e. slightly negative water balance, pollution slightly outweighs natural cleaning capacity; if data 

available: international standards (EU-WFD, …) are exceeded slightly the threshold) 

- Rather low: The ecosystem service is used at a rate, which does not impact other users now and in future. 

(i.e. slightly positive water balance, or natural cleaning capacity outweighs pollution; if data available: inter-

national standards (EU-WFD, …) are met and are slightly below the threshold) 

- Low: The ecosystem service is used at a rate that has no impact on the availability for other users now and in 

future (if data available: international standards (EU-WFD, …) are met and are far beyond the threshold). 

 

 I2.2 – Trade-offs or synergies 
This variable analyses trade-offs and synergies between ES-uses. According to Turkelboom et al., in a trade-off situa-

tion “the use of one ES directly decreases the benefits supplied by another” (Turkelboom et al., 2016, p. 2). In contrast, 

“synergies” [...] [are] “defined as the converse of a trade-off.” (Howe et al., 2014, p. 265). A trade-off or synergy be-

tween two ecosystem services “could take place in the same place or in a different area [and] between the present 

and future use” (Turkelboom et al., 2016). In the analysis, we limit ourselves to currently existing trade-offs and syn-

ergies within the case study region. 

For the analysis of trade-offs and synergies, the following steps are needed: 

(1) Identification of key ES-uses for the case study focus where trade-offs and synergies might occur (Figure 5, 

ES-use impact matrix), 

(2) Identification of demanded ES for the selected ES-uses: ES-input matrix (analysis described below), and 

(3) Assessment of ES trade-offs and synergies. 

In (i) key ES-uses are selected which are considered for trade-off and synergy analysis. The ES-output matrix (Figure 

5) gives information about positive and negative interactions of a certain ES-use to all ES of concern. Please select, 

on the basis of this information and on the basis of the knowledge gathered during the project, ES-uses, where it is 

assumed to be synergies and trade-offs between two ES-uses. The number of ES-uses considered in the analysis de-

pends on each specific case study. In (ii) you get information about which ES are demanded by the selected ES-uses. 
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The information from (i) and (ii) is used to assess for each pair of ES-uses whether there exist positive or negative 

interactions to one or more ES that support the other ES-use (iii). 

To create a ES-input matrix that indicates what ES are consumed or used by certain ES-uses (II) proceed as follows: 

1. Identify consumed or used ES by the paper by Kandziora et al. (Kandziora et al., 2013), in which ES-interac-

tions were evaluated on the basis of a long-term ecological study in Schleswig-Holstein, as a basis for the 

analysis:  

 

Figure 8: ES-ES interaction matrix (Kandziora et al., 2013) 

For certain ES-uses or because of a specific case study focus or conditions, consult further information to cre-

ate an ES-input matrix. 

2. Similar to the ES-output matrix (Figure 5), identify further information about consumed or used ES via a doc-

ument analysis by policy documents or scientific documents from the case study region and/or a comparable 

region. 

3. Use this information to provide an ES-input matrix to show consumed or used ES of certain ES-uses 

A matrix must be read from the vertical Y-axis to the horizontal X-axis. The respective question to ask for ES that are 

consumed or used for certain ES-uses is the following: 

“Is ES (y) – in an agricultural landscape in northern Germany [please edit for each case study] – consumed or used for 

the ES-use (x)?” 

 symbolises that the ES (y) has a strong probability that it is consumed or used for the ES-use (x). 

No symbol means that there is no strong probability that the ES (y) is consumed or used by an ES-use (x). 
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Figure 9: ES-input matrix. ES that are consumed or used for a certain ES-use are indicated by a black arrow. 

 

Evaluation of trade-offs and synergies between different ES-uses: 

Evaluate trade-offs and synergies between different ES-uses by synthesizing the information from Figure 5 and Fig-

ure 9. Visualize trade-offs and synergies between an ES-use (x) and ES-use (y) using a matrix as displayed in Figure 10 

(the matrix at the bottom): 

There is a trade-off from ES-use (x) to ES-use (y) if: 

One or several ES, that support a certain ES-use (y), are negatively impacted by another ES-use (x). 

There is a synergy from ES-use (x) to ES-use (y) if: 

ES-use (x) has a supporting impact on an ES that is demanded for ES-use (y). 

Trade-offs or synergies between two ES-uses (x) and (y) can be unidirectional or bidirectional. They are unidirectional 

if ES-use (x) produces a trade-off or synergy to ES-use (y), but ES-use (y) produces no trade-off or synergy to ES-use 

(y). They are bidirectional if both ES-uses (x) and (y) produce trade-offs or synergies between each other. 

Example (see Figure 10): 

As indicated by the ES-input Matrix, ES-use 9 consumes or uses ES 3, 4, and 5. The ES-output Matrix shows that ES-

use 1 has negative impacts on ES 4 & 5. There is a trade-off from ES-use 1 to ES-use 9 (Figure 10, ES-use trade-off and 

synergy matrix). ES 3 is negatively impacted by ES-use 7. There exists also a trade-off. There do exist synergies from 

ES-use 2, 4 and 9 to ES-use 9. ES-use 8 has equal synergistic and trade-off effects to ES-use 9. 
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Figure 10: ES use trade-off and synergy matrix (just an example for the ES-use 9 is given). 

 

According to this scheme, all trade-offs and synergies are determined for each ES-use (y). The result will be a matrix 

where trade-offs ( ) and synergies ( ) are represented. If ES-use (y) has as many synergistic as trade-off effects 

to ES-use (y), this balanced overall effect is indicated by both arrows ( ). If ES-use (y) has more synergistic than 

trade-off effects to ES-use (x), this synergistic overall effect is indicated by ( ). If ES-use (y) has more trade-off than 

synergistic effects on ES-use (x), this negative overall effect is indicated by ( ). There is no arrow if there is no 

synergy or trade-off between ES-use (x) and ES-use (y). 

Scoring scheme (based on the ES use trade-off and synergy matrix above):  

- High degree: Synergies among different ES-uses are high in the case study if >75-100% of all overall effects of 

one ES-use (y) on another ES-use (x) are synergistic. 

- Rather high: Synergies among different ES-uses are rather high in the case study if >50-75% of all overall ef-

fects of one ES-use (y) on another ES-use (x) are synergistic. 

- Rather low: Synergies among different ES-uses are rather low in the case study if only >25-50% of all overall 

effects of one ES-use (y) on another ES-use (x) are synergistic. 

- Low: Synergies among different ES-uses are low in the case study if only 0-25% of all overall effects of ES-use 

(y) on another ES-use (x) are synergistic. 
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